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 1                     P R O C E E D I N G S 

 2             MR. MOSS:  Good afternoon.  My name is Scott 

 3   Moss.  I'm the director of the Division of Labor 

 4   Standards and Statistics here at the Colorado 

 5   Department of Labor and Employment. 

 6             Can folks hear me in the back without a 

 7   microphone?  Okay.  I guess those of you who can't, 

 8   just didn't respond.  That's fine. 

 9             I want to thank you for joining us for this 

10   rulemaking hearing today on Monday, December 16, 2019, 

11   for the record.  Also here, starting from – I’ll start 

12   from the right, are Evan Grimes, the labor standards 

13   direct investigations manager and senior policy 

14   advisor; Eric Yohe, labor standards outreach manager; 

15   Saida Montoya, labor standards claims investigations 

16   manager; Liz Funk, labor standards director; Michael 

17   Primo, division director of operations and rule 

18   coordinator; and Jose Lopez, compliance investigator 

19   and also today our interpreter for anyone who wants 

20   to speak in Spanish when they testify. 

21             Today we will be accepting testimony on 

22   proposed Colorado Overtime and Minimum Pay Standards 

23   Order number 36, also known by its acronym, the COMPS 

24   Order, or just COMPS, as you can refer to it. 

25             The notice of rulemaking and all rulemaking 
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 1   documents were filed with the Colorado Secretary of 

 2   State on November 15th.  Then on November 18th, all 

 3   rulemaking documents were posted on our web page and 

 4   also circulated to all of the hundreds of stakeholders 

 5   who had asked to be on our rulemaking contact list. 

 6   Formal notice was then published in the next issuance 

 7   of the Colorado Register on November 25th. 

 8             Before we begin, I need to state a few rules 

 9   and guidelines, all of which are written in a handout 

10   in both English and, on the reverse, in Spanish, that 

11   we'll be distributing for anyone who arrives late, or  

12   who didn't hear these introductory remarks.  But 

13   they'll also be available in the back of the room if 

14   anyone wants to see them. 

15             First, this hearing was noticed for 3:00 p.m. 

16   While no end time is required by law, we will, as we 

17   publicized, stay until at least 6:00 p.m. for anyone 

18   who can't arrive until after business hours.  If anyone 

19   hasn't yet spoken by 6:00 p.m., we can and will stay 

20   later.  But if you are in touch with anyone arriving 

21   late, please encourage them to arrive by 6:00 p.m. if 

22   at all possible. 

23             After 6:00 p.m., we can accommodate late 

24   arrivals, but we'll need to send someone down to the 

25   first floor to let any new arrivals in, which we can 
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 1   do, but we may not be able to continue doing that on 

 2   a perpetual basis after 6:00 p.m. 

 3             Second, please start your comments with 

 4   your name and, if any, your job and role.  However, 

 5   if you need or wish to remain anonymous, you may 

 6   exercise your right to confidentiality under Wage 

 7   Protection Act Rule 4.7.  You can give just your 

 8   first name or a pseudonym, and describe as much of 

 9   your job and your role as you can or wish to.  If you 

10   do not genuinely need to remain anonymous, please do 

11   give as much identification as you can, for those who 

12   will be reading the transcript of this proceeding 

13   afterwards. 

14             Third, please try to limit your comments 

15   to three minutes, but we will try to allow longer 

16   comments typically up to approximately five minutes, 

17   as long as there is not a long line of people waiting 

18   to speak as the later hours arrive.  If you do not get 

19   to finish what you plan to say within a reasonable 

20   number of minutes, we still want to let you to say as 

21   much as you feel like. 

22             We have allowed folks to write any extended 

23   comments on pads in the back of the room on the 

24   counter back there.  And to do that, after your 

25   allotted minutes, write the name and affiliation you 
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 1   gave in your oral comments and the time you’re 

 2   starting to write those extended comments, so we 

 3   can connect those pages to your oral comments you've 

 4   just given.  If you finish any -- when you finish 

 5   any written extended comments, please remove those 

 6   pages from the pad, staple them if there's more than 

 7   one page, and put them in the bin on the table. 

 8   Those handwritten comments will be attached to the 

 9   transcript, so they will authentically be part of 

10   the record. 

11             Fourth, written comments anybody submits 

12   or will submit before the comment deadline of 

13   December 31st are as much a part of the record as 

14   any oral testimony today.  So the transcript of this 

15   hearing and all written comments are equally being 

16   read by me and by multiple members of the labor 

17   standards policy team you see in this room in front 

18   of you.  So if you have already provided or will 

19   provide written comments, you don't need to repeat 

20   all of your points.  You can just give an overview 

21   or highlights.  The deadline for submitting comments, 

22   again, is December 31st.  You can submit them by 

23   e-mailing Michael Primo, whose card is on the table 

24   outside with his e-mail address.  The home page of 

25   the division also has a link to the comment process 
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 1   and Michael's e-mail. 

 2             Fifth, photos or video or audio recording are 

 3   permitted, but to let individuals exercise their right 

 4   to confidentiality, if you are taking any audio or 

 5   video, please inform one of the labor standards staff, 

 6   whether Michael Primo or someone else, and simply take 

 7   your photo, audio, or video only of speakers at the 

 8   podium or in front.  So aim the photo or video this way 

 9   or sideways from the side over there, and you're free 

10   to come up there to take any pictures or video if you 

11   like. 

12             If you wish to be testifying without having 

13   photo or video taken of you, you can still go volunteer 

14   and line up to speak, but you can speak from behind the 

15   podium -- the microphone is removable -- or you can 

16   just try to speak loudly.  But by standing behind the 

17   first row of chairs, photo and video will not be taken 

18   of you. 

19             Sixth, if you have any questions about these 

20   rules or about the conduct of the hearing, you can ask 

21   Michael Primo, again, rule coordinator and operations 

22   director of the division.  If he cannot answer your 

23   questions, he can relay them to me.  He will just 

24   simply wait until any speaker has finished his or her 

25   remarks, so as not to interrupt speaking at the moment. 
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 1             Seventh, please speak in a clear, slow voice 

 2   so the reporter, Haley, taking down all of the comments 

 3   and trying to transcribe them accurately, can hear you. 

 4   The transcript will be posted on the same web page 

 5   with all of the written comments, at some point after 

 6   the days off for Christmas, but in time for anyone 

 7   who is or isn't here to review the transcripts and 

 8   consider any follow-up before the December 31st comment 

 9   deadline. 

10             With that, thank you again for taking the 

11   time to attend this public hearing and for 

12   participating in our rulemaking process.  We'll now 

13   proceed with oral testimony.  I do have requests from 

14   approximately 10 individuals who had asked, due to a 

15   need to leave early, if they could speak at the start. 

16             So to start, I'll read off the first five 

17   names, so those folks can prepare.  First is Greg 

18   Habner.  Second is Emily Sirota.  Third, Carmen Flores. 

19   Fourth, Marilyn Winokur.  Fifth, representative from 

20   LIUNA.  And then I'll proceed to six through ten.  Then 

21   we'll take comments from the public.  Thank you. 

22             First, Mr. Habner. 

23             MR. HABNER:  Hello and good afternoon.  My 

24   name's Greg.  I am a Denver, Colorado native.  I was 

25   working in the cannabis industry for about three years 
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 1   as a salaried employee.  During this time, I was 

 2   working six days a week, 60 to 70 hours per week.  My 

 3   health was entirely affected.  My personal time was 

 4   entirely affected.  I could not find excessive time to 

 5   clean, cook home meals, or even exercise.  And sleep 

 6   clearly diminished over time.  Sorry. 

 7             The Colorado Overtime and Minimum Pay 

 8   Standards order is going to heavily affect all salaried 

 9   employees in the cannabis industry just as equally as 

10   the rest of the employees in Colorado.  I believe that 

11   47,000 is barely a good start for how much rent has 

12   increased due to the number of population increase in 

13   Colorado.  47,000 is barely just hitting the minimum 

14   standards needed. 

15             I believe that it needs to be thoroughly 

16   increased, and the amount of time to increase it needs 

17   to be decreased as well.  Six years is going to be 

18   taking too long for the amount of minimum that is being 

19   given due to the Colorado minimum -- or the Colorado 

20   Overtime and Minimum Standards order. 

21             It definitely needs to affect people much 

22   more quickly.  People are suffering quite a bit in all 

23   areas and aspects and ways of life of Colorado.  Thank 

24   you. 

25             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Slight amendment to 
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 1   the order.  I hadn't realized there was another similar 

 2   request from someone who arrived early.  We go with 

 3   Emily Sirota next, then Michael Gifford, then Carmen 

 4   Flores, Marilyn Winokur. 

 5             MS. SIROTA:  Good afternoon, Director Moss 

 6   and team.  I'm state representative Emily Sirota 

 7   representing House District 9 from Southeast Denver. 

 8   Thank you so much for the months of work that the 

 9   department has dedicated to developing a new wage 

10   order.  And I appreciate the opportunity to share my 

11   comments on the Colorado Overtime and Minimum Pay 

12   Standards order proposal. 

13             I hope you have had the opportunity to review 

14   the letter sent to Director Barela from myself and 27 

15   other legislators in response to the proposed rule. 

16   I've been closely following CDLE's process for 

17   addressing overtime, salary exemptions, and working 

18   conditions delineated in the new order.  And over the 

19   course of the summer and fall, I've come to hear from 

20   many Colorado workers who stand to be impacted by this 

21   new rule. 

22             While the proposed changes offer extensive 

23   positive improvements from current conditions, I do 

24   offer some recommendations for further enhancement. 

25   For too long, workers have been forced to work 
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 1   countless hours without pay and face the untenable 

 2   choice of keeping a job or sacrificing time with their 

 3   families, often at the cost of their own health and 

 4   wellbeing.  Our workers deserve fair compensation for 

 5   the hours they work. 

 6             I've heard from so many workers who have 

 7   shared that this higher salary threshold would be 

 8   life-changing for themselves and their families.  The 

 9   proposed phased-in approach to overtime salary 

10   threshold is important to allow workers and businesses 

11   time to adjust to new standards. 

12             However, if the federal Obama threshold had 

13   gone into effect as proposed, we would already see a 

14   salary threshold of $51,000 in January of 2020.  I ask 

15   you to consider speeding up implementation from the 

16   six-year phase-in to a four-year phase-in so that the 

17   final level is no less than 57,500 in 2023. 

18             This would correct the erosion of overtime 

19   protections for Colorado workers more quickly, 

20   immediately providing protections to nearly a hundred 

21   thousand more workers while still maintaining the 

22   important phased-in approach to implementation. 

23             I also wish to draw attention to another 

24   encouraging component of the COMPS order, which is to 

25   cover workers in all industries for basic protections 
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 1   for meal and rest breaks, as well as overtime 

 2   protections unless specifically exempted. 

 3             This will provide much more clarity for 

 4   employers and employees, as well as ensure more workers 

 5   receive these critical protections.  Research shows 

 6   these breaks can prevent injuries, burnout, and other 

 7   health complications, especially for those doing manual 

 8   labor in harsh Colorado conditions. 

 9             Breaks also protect public safety by ensuring 

10   rest to those constructing our roads and bridges and 

11   other projects.  Within this context, inclusion of 

12   agricultural workers for rest breaks is a step forward, 

13   but those same workers are still not entitled to any 

14   meal breaks or overtime pay under the proposed rule. 

15   Out of concern for the health, safety, and basic human 

16   rights of all workers, I urge you to consider putting 

17   the rights of these workers in line with other workers 

18   in Colorado. 

19             Overall, the COMPS order is a major step 

20   forward for our Colorado workers, and I'm grateful that 

21   the CDLE has proposed such meaningful protections. 

22   Colorado will join several other states across the 

23   country in recognizing that we can and should do 

24   better. 

25             I will continue to follow the developments of 
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 1   the rulemaking closely, and I eagerly anticipate a 

 2   strong final rule from the CDLE that continues to 

 3   recognize the importance of protecting all workers 

 4   throughout the state.  Thank you so much for your time 

 5   today. 

 6             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Is Michael Gifford 

 7   here?  Okay.  Then we'll proceed to Carmen Flores. 

 8             MS. FLORES:  Thank you for the opportunity to 

 9   speak.  My name is Carmen Flores.  I'm a Colorado 

10   native.  I'm also a 10th-grade dropout.  I have a 

11   bachelor of science and I have earned my master's 

12   degree.  I have an M.B.A. in operations management and 

13   an undergraduate in human resources. 

14             I want you to take note of one special thing. 

15   6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. is 16 hours a day, seven days a 

16   week, 112 hours.  My pay for the company I work for was 

17   52,000 a year.  I worked for this company from May 20th 

18   to August 12th.  I was an area manager.  I was 

19   responsible for profit and loss, labor, budget, 

20   customer satisfaction, recruiting, on-boarding, 

21   customer complaints, job schedules, and store visits. 

22             The company that I work for was Prestige 

23   Maintenance out of Dallas, Texas.  They held a contract 

24   for Kohl's, JC Penney's, and Floor & Decor.  My area 

25   covered from Broomfield to Casper, Wyoming, from 
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 1   Louisville to Aurora, Colorado.  I had 27 sites.  I was 

 2   responsible for 35 employees.  We were a janitorial 

 3   service, and I was the area manager. 

 4             The -- what ended up happening is I never was 

 5   able to do any of the tasks that I was originally hired 

 6   for.  We were required to have a 7:00 a.m. shift to 

 7   clean Kohl's, the stores, and a 6:00 p.m. shift. 

 8   Whenever any of my hourly employees wouldn't show up, I 

 9   was required to go clean.  Once again, I was doing 

10   janitorial, carpet cleaning, windows, floors, and 

11   cleaning. 

12             At one of the sites, I was hurt, and I was 

13   taken to the -- I went -- I drove myself to the 

14   emergency room.  They found that my blood pressure was 

15   at 180 over I don't know what, and it should be at 130. 

16   I was put on blood pressure medication and advised to 

17   quit my job immediately.  I was seen by a workman's 

18   comp doctor who put me on time off, and my personal 

19   doctor put me on a work restriction.  During that time 

20   period, they had found four aneurysms. 

21             What ended up happening is I was responsible 

22   for the north area, and the south manager had quit. 

23   And it was a Saturday, and they wanted me to take over 

24   his area, too, and I told them that I was -- during 

25   that entire time, I was on an eight-hour work 
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 1   restriction, but I still worked the entire time.  I 

 2   reminded them that I couldn't make it because I was on 

 3   work restriction.  It was a Saturday, and I had already 

 4   exceeded my eight hours. 

 5             I ended up going to the emergency room that 

 6   day.  I couldn't walk in.  I was put in a wheelchair. 

 7   I couldn't sleep.  I had severe headaches, dizzy, 

 8   nervousness.  I returned to work, and was told that I 

 9   was fired, and the reason, they decided to exercise 

10   their 90-day probationary period. 

11             I had got another job within a week, and 

12   after about three weeks, I had no more headaches, and 

13   I -- they injected a dye into my brain, and found that 

14   I had no aneurysms.  In closing, I want to tell you 

15   16 hours a day, seven days a week, 112 hours.  I was 

16   making a thousand dollars a week.  I worked 112 hours. 

17   That comes down to $8.92 an hour.  I would like to know 

18   when anybody in this room has ever worked for $8.92. 

19   Thank you very much. 

20             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Next, Ms. Marilyn 

21   Winokur. 

22             MS. WINOKUR:  Good afternoon.  My name is 

23   Marilyn Winokur, and I live in Denver.  And I am on the 

24   board and on the steering committee of Coloradans for 

25   the Common Good.  Coloradans for the Common Good is a 
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 1   broad-based, diverse organization of 22 non-profit 

 2   organizations that include congregations, labor unions, 

 3   civic and neighborhood organizations, and other 

 4   non-profits.  A number of our member organizations are 

 5   represented here today, they include B'nai Havurah, 

 6   Denver Jewish Reconstructionist Congregation; House for 

 7   All Sinners and Saints; Trinity Presbyterian Church; 

 8   the Denver Classroom Teachers Association; and the 

 9   Sixth Avenue United Church of Christ. 

10             Maybe everybody could just stand up who 

11   are -- so you can see how many people are here today 

12   from our organization. 

13             MR. MOSS:  Can you stand up again, please?  

14   I count 11 folks.  Thank you. 

15             MS. WINOKUR:  I had the opportunity at the 

16   public hearing this past August to speak in support of 

17   expanding the wage order coverage to include workers 

18   who are not covered and to advocate that overtime 

19   salary threshold be raised to 2.5 times the minimum 

20   wage, or approximately $62,000. 

21             While the proposed COMPS rule does not 

22   include everything we've originally advocated for, we 

23   applaud the CDLE and Governor Polis for substantial 

24   changes to the order and for putting Colorado on a path 

25   to providing basic workplace protections. 
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 1             We are pleased that the order does include 

 2   many workers previously not covered, such as 

 3   construction and manufacturing workers, as well as 

 4   thousands of other workers.  We are glad that once 

 5   COMPS is finalized, there will be guaranteed minimum 

 6   wage, overtime pay, and meal and rest breaks, and we 

 7   appreciate this progress. 

 8             However, and this is very important, in the 

 9   proposed COMPS order, agricultural workers will only be 

10   entitled to an average of a 10-minute rest break every 

11   four hours and only five of those ten minutes need to 

12   be continuous.  If they're not covered by the federal 

13   labor -- Fair Labor Standards Act and thousands of farm 

14   workers and animal herders are not covered, these 

15   workers are not entitled to meal breaks, overtime pay, 

16   or, in some cases, even minimum wage. 

17             Let's remember that these workers do manual 

18   labor in harsh Colorado conditions with the summer sun 

19   beating down on their heads and their backs, or the 

20   winter frost penetrating their bodies.  Their right to 

21   rest breaks and meal breaks is essential to prevent 

22   injuries and adverse health complications.  How can it 

23   be okay to carve out our most marginalized and 

24   vulnerable workers from the critical protections that 

25   are rightly being provided to all other workers? 
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 1             This is grossly unfair and immoral, and it's 

 2   why I'm joining others from Coloradans for the Common 

 3   Good and fasting today for justice for farm workers. 

 4   And we implore you to include agricultural workers as 

 5   you do other workers in the final ruling. 

 6             Regarding raising the overtime salary 

 7   threshold, the COMPS order proposal has the threshold 

 8   starting at 42,000 in 2020 and ramping up to 57,000 in 

 9   2026 before adjusting annually for inflation. 

10             At 57.5, thousands of workers will be covered 

11   and we commend the CDLE for taking these steps to 

12   ensure workers are paid fairly for the time they work. 

13   However, the rule starts low and takes too long to ramp 

14   up.  While we understand the need for business to be 

15   able to plan for an increase in overtime pay, we are 

16   urging the CDLE to ramp up by 2023 to 57,5 and not wait 

17   until 2026. 

18             Colorado workers have had overtime 

19   protections eroded so that now only 8 percent of 

20   salaried workers in Colorado are entitled to overtime 

21   pay.  Workers should not have to wait six years to have 

22   these protections restored.  As workers across the 

23   state wait for the overtime salary threshold to reach 

24   adequate levels, the cost of living continues to rise. 

25   Despite low unemployment and a healthy business 
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 1   environment, Colorado salaried workers are struggling 

 2   to save for retirement, for their kids' education and 

 3   to afford housing and basic healthcare. 

 4             Let's be clear.  This doesn't mean that an 

 5   employer has to pay anyone the salary threshold.  It 

 6   only means that employees are entitled to overtime pay 

 7   if they work more than 40 hours per week and don't 

 8   already earn at the threshold level.  A faster phase-in 

 9   of the overtime threshold will allow hundreds of 

10   thousands more Colorado workers to be paid for the 

11   hours they work, and keep up with the rising costs of 

12   living in our state. 

13             To summarize, Coloradans for the Common Good 

14   urges the CDLE to, one, expand COMPS coverage to 

15   include -- to fully include agricultural workers, and, 

16   two, to ramp up the overtime salary threshold of 57,5 

17   by 2023.  Thank you. 

18             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  And I'll read the next 

19   six people before we just take volunteers from the 

20   floor.  Next will be a representative from LIUNA, then 

21   Pastor Reagan Humber.  Next, Ean Thomas Tafoya.  Next 

22   Sheila Lieder.  Next Pamela Trejano [phonetic].  Next 

23   Rabbi Evette Lutman.  Then we'll take volunteers from 

24   the floor. 

25             Who is here from LIUNA?  I didn't have a 
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 1   name.  I apologize.  Sir, are you here from LIUNA? 

 2             MR. PIMENTEO:  We just appreciate what you 

 3   guys are doing. 

 4             MR. MOSS:  I'm sorry.  What was your name 

 5   again? 

 6             MR. PIMENTEO:  Joe Pimenteo, P-i-m-e-n-t-e-o. 

 7   I wasn't planning to speak today, but we appreciate 

 8   what's going on, and we appreciate what's going on and 

 9   the way everything's going.  Like I said, I wasn't 

10   ready to speak today.  Our representative isn't here 

11   today.  So sorry about that. 

12             MR. MOSS:  It's okay. 

13             MR. PIMENTEO:  I'm just – [pause] 

14             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Next, Pastor Reagan 

15   Humber. 

16             REVEREND HUMBER:  Good afternoon.  I'm the 

17   Reverend Reagan Humber.  I'm pastor of House for All 

18   Sinners and Saints.  We're a Lutheran congregation just 

19   a few blocks away.  I'm also a leader with Coloradans 

20   for the Common Good.  As Marilyn Winokur said, we are a 

21   broad-based organization of congregations, unions, and 

22   civic organizations here in town.  We're also here with 

23   our friends from Jobs With Justice. 

24             We are grateful for the improvements included 

25   in CDLE's proposed wage order.  Many workers will 
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 1   benefit greatly, but we are here today to talk about 

 2   what's left out of that proposal.  Again, as Marilyn 

 3   said, we are fasting for farm workers today.  We 

 4   decided to forego eating today to remember the gifts we 

 5   receive every day from our sisters and brothers who 

 6   work in the fields, the same sisters and brothers who 

 7   are being forgotten by the Colorado Department of Labor 

 8   in the proposed wage order. 

 9             By fasting, praying, and speaking out, we are 

10   calling the broader community, but especially Governor 

11   Polis and Mr. Barela to remember Colorado farm workers 

12   and extend the same protections to them that most of us 

13   enjoy. 

14             For Christians, this is the time of year that 

15   we wait for Christmas.  And if you remember the story, 

16   we remember that God first announced God's vision of 

17   peace to farm workers, to shepherds, glory to God in 

18   the highest and peace to all people, they sang.  And 

19   they sang this because farm workers then and 

20   unfortunately still now are desperate, the most 

21   desperate to be reminded that they are not alone, that 

22   they have not been forgotten, and that they, too, have 

23   sacred dignity. 

24             First Timothy from Christian Scripture also 

25   reminds us of the ancient law that the laborer deserves 
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 1   to be paid.  But the laborers are not getting paid, not 

 2   all of them, especially thousands of farm workers here 

 3   in Colorado.  Many don't receive the minimum wage or 

 4   get enough rest during their workday, let alone get 

 5   overtime pay. 

 6             So this is why I and the rest of Coloradans 

 7   for the Common Good and many from my congregation are 

 8   fasting today, because the laborer deserves to be paid. 

 9   Thank you. 

10             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We'll now take Ean 

11   Thomas Tafoya. 

12             MR. TAFOYA:  Hello.  My name's Ean Thomas 

13   Tafoya, and I am the co-chair of the Colorado Latino 

14   Forum, which is a non-profit dedicated to empowering 

15   Latinos and Latinos in particular, in this case, around 

16   economics. 

17             I do want to start by saying that I've had 

18   these jobs where you work 60 hours a week on a salary. 

19   It's not fair, and it steals from my ability and other 

20   people my age to develop a future.  These are dollars 

21   that I can't put into buying housing.  We look at the 

22   skyrocketing housing market right now.  It's clear that 

23   even $57,000 is really not enough. 

24             I don't really understand why we fought for a 

25   40-hour workweek for people to continually be exempted. 
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 1   You know, I do want to say that it's great that you are 

 2   covering more people.  I do think you can go faster if 

 3   this is the course that you want to stay on.  You know, 

 4   but this is the American dream, to allow people to have 

 5   access. 

 6             I just returned from several days in San Luis 

 7   Valley, where I was meeting with the Latinos Farmers 

 8   and Ranchers Association.  And I want to be clear that 

 9   Cesar Chavez and Corky Gonzales and the Brown Berets 

10   and the people who are fighting all of these years for 

11   equal and fair protections all the way back into the 

12   1970s and '60s would be just ashamed that people 

13   wouldn't be entitled to at least 10 minutes of a break 

14   after they've been working in the hot fields. 

15             My relatives were pickers and they spent time 

16   fighting just for restrooms.  This seems like a 

17   no-brainer, and I'm not really sure why it got left 

18   out.  The economy's growing.  The agriculture economy's 

19   growing.  I just attended the Colorado Economic 

20   Outlook.  I'm not sure that the industry is saying the 

21   sky is going to fall if you don't (indiscernible). 

22             You know, the Fair Standards Labor Act goes 

23   all the way back to, what, 1938.  We're talking in 

24   1998, even though I worked at a museum, I got entitled 

25   to that access.  And I wasn't outside, working outside. 
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 1             So before I went to college, I worked as a 

 2   laborer.  My father is a plumber.  My dad is a -- my 

 3   uncle's an electrician.  I spent time working in these 

 4   really hard conditions, and they deserve to -- the same 

 5   protections as the rest of us. 

 6             And so I said this the last time I was here. 

 7   You know, a typical, all-white board has the 

 8   opportunity to protect a lot of people that are 

 9   different than yourselves.  In this era that we're 

10   going through, we're fighting if you'll put us in cages 

11   and not paying us fair wages, and you have the 

12   opportunity to change that.  Thank you. 

13             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We'll now take Sheila 

14   Leder.  And I'll also add that this wasn't as important 

15   before the air coming on, but for the fact that the 

16   room's going to get quite warm otherwise, we have a lot 

17   of people here, it just got louder, especially for 

18   folks in the back.  So if you could speak in the 

19   microphone, either moving it forward, or it's removable 

20   if you prefer.  Thank you. 

21             MS. LIEDER:  Good afternoon.  My name is 

22   Sheila Lieder, and I'm here to comment on behalf of the 

23   Colorado Alliance for Retired Americans, which has 

24   29,000 union members statewide.  Our mission is to 

25   support the needs of our retired members for a healthy, 
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 1   financial, stable retirement. 

 2             We understand that your office is open for a  

 3   public comment period on the proposed Colorado Overtime 

 4   and Minimum Pay Standards Order, COMPS, number 36, 

 5   2020, previously known as the Colorado Minimum Wage 

 6   Order, last issued Colorado Minimum Wage Order number 

 7   35. 

 8             Although the majority of our members no 

 9   longer work, some of them have had to return to the 

10   workplace.  Retirees has built this country, and we 

11   will always support current workers.  We have 

12   appreciated the CDLE's work and engagement in the 

13   stakeholder process.  Our organization has also 

14   submitted a comment encouraging the department to 

15   expand industries covered under the Colorado Wage Order 

16   to include all workers and institute a statewide 

17   overtime salary threshold, 2.5 times the minimum wage. 

18             While the proposed COMPS rule does not 

19   include everything we had originally advocated for, we 

20   do applaud CDLE for the substantial changes to the 

21   order and putting Colorado on a path to protect all 

22   individuals' basic workplace protections. 

23             All workers deserve a chance to have a meal. 

24   The proposed COMPS order does not afford this right to 

25   workers in the agricultural industry.  We encourage the 
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 1   department to truly cover all workers, protecting all 

 2   workers' meal and rest breaks.  And overtime pay is 

 3   good for Colorado's workforce.  Workers' health and 

 4   safety and the public health of our state by not only 

 5   minimizing injury and allowing workers to stay in the 

 6   workforce longer, but also to keep our food safer and 

 7   free from the many salmonella and other outbreaks that 

 8   have happened throughout the globe. 

 9             And for the overtime piece, a faster phase-in 

10   over four years will allow hundreds of thousands more 

11   Colorado workers to be paid for the hours they work and 

12   keep up with the rising costs of living in our state. 

13   Restoring overtime protections and the 40-hour workweek 

14   is good for our members because of needed family time, 

15   time to cook healthy meals.  Stress levels, mental 

16   health, gender equity, it all reduces burnout. 

17             In addition, I'm here to thank CDLE for the 

18   expanded coverage of workers and for the first steps on 

19   overtime threshold.  In closing, I would ask for 

20   covering agriculture, ensuring no backsliding happens 

21   on coverage, and a faster phase-in because workers' 

22   rights are human rights. 

23             The Colorado Alliance for Retired Americans 

24   are looking forward to continuing to engage in the 

25   public comment period and are hopeful to a strong final 
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 1   rule to protect all workers across Colorado because I 

 2   believe Colorado leads the way.  And thank you for your 

 3   time. 

 4             THE REPORTER:  Could you spell your name? 

 5             MS. LIEDER:  S-h-e-i-l-a, last name, 

 6   L-i-e-d-e-r.  Colorado Alliance for Retired Americans. 

 7   Thank you. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Next, Pamela Trejano 

 9   [phonetic]. 

10             Next, Rabbi Evette Lutman. 

11             RABBI LUTMAN:  Good afternoon.  I'm Rabbi 

12   Evette Lutman, the rabbi at B'nai Havurah in Denver. 

13   And I'm with the Denver Jewish Reconstructionist 

14   Congregation.  I'm also here, as you can tell from my 

15   button, I'm a leader with the Coloradans for the Common 

16   Good. 

17             For farm workers, I'm frankly confused as to 

18   why the rule change, which is awesome in some respects, 

19   carves out an exception for agricultural workers.  So I 

20   was trying to think of why are agricultural workers 

21   different such that they're not deserving of the same 

22   kinds of protections.  I couldn't come up with an 

23   answer, but I bet you guys have one. 

24             As a Jewish faith leader, I'm guided by the 

25   central narrative of the Jewish people, our liberation 
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 1   from slavery, the worst imaginable work environment. 

 2   Our tradition reflects an understanding of the power 

 3   and balance between employers and employees, and when 

 4   there is an imbalance like that, there's a need to 

 5   protect the weaker of the two.  That's what you guys 

 6   are all about, I think. 

 7             I can't, and my congregation can't, be 

 8   passive bystanders to unjust working conditions for 

 9   farm laborers.  The Torah, the Old Testament, tells us 

10   that we can't stand idly by the blood of our neighbors. 

11   So our obligation goes beyond simply, don't wreck 

12   anything, do no harm, but we're told instead you have 

13   to assertively pursue justice. 

14             As you know, the -- there's no collective 

15   bargaining for farm workers.  They are -- they're not 

16   here, and the reason they're not here and the reason 

17   that I'm standing here hopefully in their stead and 

18   everyone else that's here is because if they are here 

19   on an H2A visa, that visa is tied to the employer, the 

20   employer fires them, the visa expires, they become 

21   illegal. 

22             We depend on these folks for all of our 

23   sustenance, and they are in the weakest position.  We 

24   have to pursue fair treatment.  We can't allow our -- 

25   you know, when we eat the food that we eat, if it's 
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 1   grown by people who are not fairly compensated, then in 

 2   that meal, we have consumed and been complicit in an 

 3   unfair system.  Every time we eat food grown by 

 4   unprotected farm workers, that's what we're doing. 

 5   We're participants. 

 6             Just think about that for a second.  We're 

 7   participants in a system that I know you-all are good 

 8   people, and it conflicts with your own values, it 

 9   conflicts with our own values.  We consume food grown 

10   from ground fertilized by sadness, oppression, and 

11   isolation. 

12             It blows my mind to think about only having 

13   10 minutes of rest.  I'm in the field -- I'm trying to 

14   imagine I'm in the field.  I've never grown anything. 

15   It blows my mind to think about having only 10 minutes 

16   of rest every four hours.  Imagine you're in the sun. 

17   Where are you going to go to the bathroom in 10 

18   minutes?  And for meals, where am I supposed to eat my 

19   meal?  Even the ox that is tethered to the thresher is 

20   allowed to eat as it's threshing.  We should not treat 

21   people any differently or less than the most basic farm 

22   animals. 

23             Lest we sustain ourselves by the labor of 

24   them who are not meaningfully sustained themselves, we 

25   need fair wages for farm workers.  We need overtime 
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 1   wages, meal breaks, a meaningful rest break that allows 

 2   us to take care of biological needs. 

 3             This public hearing is intended to influence 

 4   you, and I know as good folks -- I hope you will be 

 5   influenced to do the right thing.  Thank you. 

 6             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I will now take any 

 7   volunteers from the floor.  If you could -- I'll call 

 8   on several people now in order, and if you could just 

 9   arrange yourself. 

10             So, sir.  And then one, two, three 

11   (indicating), four -- put your hand down when I call on 

12   you -- five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten.  And then 

13   I'll call on other folks after that.  Thank you. 

14             We'll start with your name since I'm no 

15   longer calling any folks by name. 

16             MR. BLOCK:  I'm Dan Block, D-a-n, B-l-o-c-k. 

17   I'm an attorney with Robinson, Waters & O'Dorisio.  I 

18   represent both employers and employees.  I'm also on 

19   the Colorado Leadership Council, the National 

20   Federation of Independent Business.  And our firm is a 

21   member of the Colorado Chamber of Commerce. 

22             I've been asked to also speak, in addition to 

23   on myself individually, on behalf of NFIB and the 

24   Colorado Chamber.  The NFIB will be submitting comments 

25   about the minimum salary amounts, so I won't go into 
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 1   that. 

 2             I want to speak to specific sections of the 

 3   order, and I want to start with 1.7.1.  It refers to 

 4   exceptions from regular pay, and it does mention 

 5   vacation pay, holiday pay, sick leave.  What's not in 

 6   there, which is common, is paid personal leave.  So I 

 7   would ask for clarification, that you add paid personal 

 8   leave. 

 9             Next, I'd like to go to Section 1.8.1, which 

10   is travel time.  The rule says that is time spent on 

11   travel for the benefit of the employer with an 

12   exclusion.  I would like to see that made consistent 

13   with the Fair Labor Standards Act, which excludes 

14   travel time outside of the normal business hours, 

15   whether that's during the week or on the weekend.  It 

16   will avoid confusion about what is travel time in the 

17   Colorado law versus federal law. 

18             Next, I'd like to go to section 2.2.4.  That 

19   is the outside salesperson's exemption from coverage. 

20   It refers to an employee must spend a minimum of 

21   80 percent of the workweek in activities directly 

22   related to his or her own outside sales. 

23             I raised this issue before that that seems 

24   arbitrary.  It would certainly be hard to say that 

25   somebody who spends 79 percent of their time on outside 
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 1   sales is exempt, but if you get to 80 percent you're 

 2   not.  And how are we going to prove that?  It would be 

 3   much better if we went to a standard equal to the Fair 

 4   Labor Standards Act of a majority of the person's time. 

 5             Also, the rule has exemptions which do 

 6   essentially match what's in the Fair Labor Standards 

 7   Act with one big exception, and that is the computer 

 8   employees exemption.  I would like to see that added 

 9   also to avoid confusion about whether those employees 

10   qualify under Colorado law as they would under federal 

11   law. 

12             Next is section 5.2.4.  This refers to the 

13   required 10-minute rest period, and the new provision 

14   now that a failure to authorize and permit that break 

15   is compensable time and needs to be added.  And that's 

16   fine.  My concern with this provision is that employees 

17   who are not only told they can take a 10-minute break, 

18   but are told they must take a 10-minute break will 

19   sometimes skip that 10-minute break. 

20             And as I read especially the first part of 

21   this subsection, it doesn't make it clear that if the 

22   employer has authorized and permitted the break and the 

23   employee just does not take it, that should not be 

24   compensable.  The employee should not be able to skip 

25   breaks, and then, on termination, provide a list of 
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 1   times he or she claims he or she didn't get the break, 

 2   although it was authorized, permitted, and in some 

 3   cases, they were told to take the break. 

 4             The final section I want to discuss, 

 5   section 6.3.1, uniforms.  This is mostly unchanged, I 

 6   see, from the existing rule.  However, the subpart A 

 7   refers to uniforms that are plain and washable.  Then 

 8   the second part refers to ordinary plain and washable 

 9   street wear. 

10             So my confusion and that of people who call 

11   me asking about it is, what is the difference between 

12   plain and washable in the first section, and ordinary 

13   plain and washable street wear.  If there is no 

14   difference, let's take that out and we'll combine those 

15   subsections.  If there is a difference, we need to know 

16   what -- what is street wear.  It's too vague a term. 

17   So I'd ask that if you have some idea of what the 

18   people in your division are supposed to -- how they're 

19   supposed to interpret that, that it be put in there so 

20   it's not left so vague.  That's all I have. 

21             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  If I could ask you a 

22   question just to follow up.  You can feel free to 

23   respond in writing rather than on the spot, but on the 

24   computer employees rule, you mentioned -- and I 

25   appreciate you briskly moving through, but in 2.5.2 
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 1   (b), is there a particular aspect that you would 

 2   recommend changing? 

 3             MR. BLOCK:  2.5 -- sorry.  Just a minute, let 

 4   me find it here. 

 5             MR. MOSS:  Take your time. 

 6             MR. BLOCK:  Pages are out of order.  2.5, you 

 7   said? 

 8             MR. MOSS:  2.5.2(b), just if there are 

 9   specifics that you think need to be changed or 

10   clarified. 

11             MR. BLOCK:  Oh, okay.  So you're on the 

12   professional exemptions, right? 

13             MR. MOSS:  Correct. 

14             MR. BLOCK:  Oh, I see.  The computer is in 

15   there, but it's not in the earlier provision.  I 

16   suppose in that 2.5.2(b), it would be better to clarify 

17   that referring to the FLSA as to how it defines 

18   computer employees because it goes into more specifics 

19   about who they are, what types of jobs qualify. 

20             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

21             MR. VORTHMANN:  Good afternoon.  I'd like to 

22   be the first one to thank you for turning on the air. 

23   I appreciate that. 

24             Good afternoon, Director Moss.  My name is 

25   Chad Vorthmann, V-o-r-t-h-m-a-n-n.  I am the executive 
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 1   vice president of Colorado Farm Bureau, but I am here 

 2   today on behalf of the Colorado Agriculture Council and 

 3   its more than 20 member organizations in support of the 

 4   agriculture-related provisions in the Colorado Overtime 

 5   Minimum Pay Standards order number 36. 

 6             While we understand the intent of the draft 

 7   order, we will be submitting written comments in 

 8   addition to my testimony here today to suggest language 

 9   to better clarify the department's intent regarding the 

10   applicability of the new proposed order. 

11             Colorado's agricultural production is 

12   diverse, very diverse, ranging from dry land wheat and 

13   irrigated corn production on the eastern plains to 

14   alfalfa and potatoes in the San Luis Valley.  Livestock 

15   raising occurs across the state of Colorado, but 

16   dominates the Western Slope.  And specialty ag 

17   production including our famous Rocky Ford cantaloupe, 

18   Palisade peaches, aquaculture nurseries and 

19   greenhouses, as well as our emerging wine industry is 

20   spread from the Arkansas River Valley to the northern 

21   Front Range and Grand Valley of the Western Slope. 

22             With this diversity comes the need for 

23   diverse employees, skills, and talent.  We appreciate 

24   the dialogue we've had with the department in 

25   preparation for this rulemaking and are pleased that 
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 1   the draft proposed COMPS order number 36 recognizes the 

 2   complexity and uniqueness of Colorado's agriculture 

 3   industry, as well as the need to protect agriculture 

 4   workers and food producers and thereby consumers 

 5   against mostly financially burdensome provisions of the 

 6   proposed order. 

 7             In our prior informal written comments to the 

 8   department, not only did we try to demonstrate the 

 9   uniqueness and diversity of the agriculture industry, 

10   we also tried to demonstrate how agricultural producers 

11   are price takers, not price makers, and are, with the 

12   exception of some specialty sectors of the industry, 

13   forced to accept whatever price is being offered for 

14   their commodities. 

15             Further, we tried to demonstrate how 

16   circumstances across the country and around the globe 

17   impact those commodity prices and farm income.  This 

18   was underscored by the University of Colorado's Leeds 

19   School of Business economic outlook that has painted a 

20   somber picture for Colorado's ag industry for several 

21   years. 

22             Past reports stated that the agriculture 

23   producers are "weathering a storm of commodity prices, 

24   trade uncertainties, and unfavorable economic 

25   conditions."  And quoting another section, "Someone is 
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 1   making money in Colorado ag and food systems, it just 

 2   may not be the farmers and rangers." 

 3             No matter how efficient a farmer or ranger's 

 4   operation may be or how much planning they do and how 

 5   much management they employ to control costs, including 

 6   labor costs, in a low margin, commodity-driven 

 7   business, the potential to be operating at a loss is 

 8   never far from reality. 

 9             Further illustrating this is that more than 

10   85 percent of food costs cover marketing, processing, 

11   wholesaling, distribution, and retailing with farmers 

12   and ranchers just taking home 14.6 percent from every  

13   consumer food dollar. 

14             For Colorado's producers, a wheat grower 

15   receives $0.11 on two pounds of bread that retails for 

16   3.79.  A beef producer gets just $1.72 for a one-pound 

17   top sirloin steak retailing for 10.49.  A gallon of 

18   fat-free milk that retails for $4.09 returns just $1.71 

19   to the dairy farmer.  And a $10.99 six-pack of beer 

20   returns just $0.04 to the farmer. 

21             Avoiding burdensome regulations allows 

22   smaller farms to survive market swings and slows 

23   consolidation of agriculture into fewer larger farms 

24   and ranches.  Policy proposals should recognize these 

25   trends to ensure they are not counter to the interests 
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 1   of consumers, rural communities, and policy makers. 

 2             In closing, I want to say again we appreciate 

 3   the department's intention and consideration of the 

 4   concerns we have raised as an industry and look forward 

 5   to the continued dialogue.  I brought an additional 

 6   copy of my testimony and ask that it be submitted as 

 7   part of the record for the proceedings.  Thank you. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I'll just ask, does 

 9   the written testimony have anything other than what you 

10   said? 

11             MR. VORTHMANN:  It is extended, yes. 

12             MR. MOSS:  Okay.  Please hand it to the 

13   reporter, and it will be appended.  Thank you.  If you 

14   could hand it over now.  I would just ask the reporter 

15   to flag in the transcript where that is appended. 

16             THE REPORTER:  Yes. 

17             MR. SANTO:  Good afternoon.  My name is 

18   Michael Santo.  I'm with the law firm of Bechtel, 

19   Santo, and Severn in the Western Slope of Colorado, 

20   specifically Grand Junction.  We principally work with 

21   small employers who are trying to comply with the order 

22   and, in doing that, are here to ask the department to 

23   clarify a number of the issues that are in the order 

24   which appear confusing. 

25             For example, if you look at section 1.4, it 
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 1   defines employee as "The purpose of the COMPS order 

 2   relevant factors in determining whether a person is an 

 3   employee include the degree of control the employer may 

 4   or does exercise over the person and the degree to 

 5   which the person performed work that is the primary 

 6   work of the employer." 

 7             You have in there the word "include," 

 8   limiting it to just those two factors.  This statement 

 9   is inconsistent with Colorado case law, specifically 

10   Soft Rock Geological Services, which states that all 

11   relevant factors must be considered.  And so we would 

12   ask the department to clarify that those factors can 

13   include, but are not limited to those factors. 

14             The second clarification we ask concerns the 

15   duty basis test.  The first one being the 

16   administrative employee test, section 2.21.  If you 

17   look at that first sentence, it states that "The 

18   individual must directly serve the executive and 

19   regularly perform duties." 

20             Let's just take that term, "the executive." 

21   Executive, of course, is defined in executive and 

22   supervisor, but that implies that there are more than 

23   one executive in the organization.  Yet, 2.21 

24   specifically identifies that the employee must directly 

25   serve the executive. 
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 1             So is it the division's, the department's 

 2   intent to only cover by this administrative employee 

 3   exemption those individuals who specifically report to 

 4   the CEO and no other individual?  Because if you look 

 5   on the rest of it, it would appear that there are other 

 6   qualifications that then must be shown once the person 

 7   is shown to work with the executive. 

 8             Perhaps that should say an executive or 

 9   executives, plural.  But by limiting it to only those 

10   individuals, the entire administrative exemption, to 

11   only those individuals who report directly to the 

12   executive substantially limits the administrative 

13   exemption, particularly in comparison to how that is 

14   applied by the Fair Labor Standards Act.  It creates 

15   confusion particularly for small employers as to whom 

16   they can classify as exempt under the administrative 

17   exemption. 

18             The next test, 2.22, the executive exemption, 

19   one of the tests, the final test says, "The employee 

20   must spend a minimum of 50 percent of the workweek in 

21   duties directly related to supervision."  Of course the 

22   term "supervision" is not even defined in COMPS.  So 

23   there's no way for employers, small employers in 

24   particular, to understand what is meant by the term 

25   supervision. 
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 1             Did the department, for example, mean it to 

 2   be the same thing as the Fair Labor Standards Act, 

 3   which doesn't use that term either, but instead uses 

 4   the term "management"?  And so those two terms create 

 5   inconsistent -- or create confusion for small employers 

 6   trying to understand, is it supervision, is it 

 7   management?  What is it? 

 8             In addition, the Fair Labor Standards Act 

 9   looks at the primary duty basis test, to what is the 

10   individual's primary duty.  The example I always use is 

11   a fireman.  What does a fireman spend the majority of 

12   their time doing?  Well, thankfully for all of us, it's 

13   not fighting fires.  Well, what is their primary 

14   duties?  Fighting fires. 

15             The division has taken that, the department 

16   has taken that to mean that the individual must spend, 

17   in the COMPS order, 50 percent or more of their time. 

18   That would require this executive exemption person to 

19   spend 20 to 25 hours a week hiring, firing, creating 

20   performance reviews, doing performance improvement 

21   plans.  That's a substantial amount of time. 

22             I have to admit I don't know a lot of people 

23   who spend 20 to 25 hours only engaged in those 

24   activities, and so we request the department change 

25   that 50 percent threshold to be the primary duty, not 
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 1   simply 50 percent. 

 2             The next issue concerns section 5, which goes 

 3   into the rest break issue.  One of the hallmarks of all 

 4   wage and hour laws -- and I'm going to include the 

 5   Colorado Wage Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act and the 

 6   previous minimum wage order -- looked at paying 

 7   nonexempt employees for time worked. 

 8             This order specifically changes that, in 

 9   essence requiring small employers to pay employees for 

10   time not worked because the requirement to add 10, 20, 

11   30 minutes on at the end of the day for additional time 

12   not worked. 

13             Addition [phonetic], section 5 has an 

14   inconsistent application if you looked at it.  If the 

15   employer has the employee work through lunch, the 

16   employer is permitted to compensate the employee for 

17   that time worked over the lunch hour.  But the 

18   department and in COMPS is not permitting employers to 

19   do that with respect to breaks. 

20             So does that mean we're eventually going to 

21   see a claim that an employee who works over lunch now 

22   must receive not only the 30 minutes they worked 

23   through lunch, but additional 30 minutes after work 

24   when they're not working?  That is an inconsistent 

25   application of law.  We would request a clarification 
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 1   on that. 

 2             Finally, the final thing I'm here to address 

 3   is that I would ask the department to recognize that 

 4   while all of the speakers until myself have come up 

 5   from Denver, you represent more than just Denver.  You 

 6   have an entire state, an entire region. 

 7             We on the Western Slope do not have the same 

 8   cost of living as Denver.  We do not have the same 

 9   housing prices.  We do not have the same gas prices. 

10   We do not have the same food prices.  We commute a 

11   whole heck of a lot less.  Keep in mind that you 

12   represent the entire state, not just Denver. 

13             And so in particular with respect to those 

14   salary basis tests, you're going to cause substantial 

15   problems for small employers in rural communities and 

16   on the Western Slope with respect to those numbers. 

17   Those may be Denver numbers, but I can tell you they 

18   are not Grand Junction, Delta, Montrose, Durango. 

19   Those are different numbers.  Thank you very much for 

20   your time today. 

21             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  If I could ask a 

22   follow-up. 

23             MR. SANTO:  Of course. 

24             MR. MOSS:  I knew I could ask a follow-up so 

25   we could go dive into the weeds of the rules like you 
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 1   did, so I appreciate that. 

 2             MR. SANTO:  Attorneys love to dive into 

 3   the weeds.  Don't put that into the record. 

 4             MR. MOSS:  On the rule for an employee, I 

 5   appreciate your points about potential ambiguities in 

 6   the language.  However, we copied the new language of 

 7   8-4-101(5) of HB 19-1267, which takes effect in 

 8   16 days.  Is it your view that we should clarify beyond 

 9   or change the statutory text to provide more clarity? 

10             MR. SANTO:  Yes.  It would be helpful. 

11   Because, for example, 8-70-115 provides for nine 

12   factors that can be used to determine whether or not 

13   the individual is an independent contractor or worker. 

14   Softrock Geological Services said every factor should 

15   be considered when determining whether the worker is an 

16   employee or an independent contractor, yet the 

17   beginning part of that test specifically focuses on 

18   including.  And so we would just ask that it say 

19   including, but not limited to. 

20             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

21             MR. SANTO:  Thank you. 

22             MR. CHEVALIER:  Good afternoon.  My name is 

23   Lorin Chevalier.  I'm with PeopleCare Health Services. 

24   I'll spell my name.  First name is L-o-r-i-n.  Last 

25   name, C-h-e-v-a-l-i-e-r. 
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 1             So I'm with PeopleCare Health Services, which 

 2   is a home care provider.  We provide assistance for 

 3   children with disabilities, for the elderly.  We work 

 4   primarily through the Colorado Medicaid program, and we 

 5   provide care for roughly 800 Medicaid consumers 

 6   throughout the state of Colorado, all across the state. 

 7   I'm here to support the wage order.  It is important to 

 8   us to be able to attract and retain good employees, 

 9   both in our administrative roles, as well as in our 

10   field caregiver roles. 

11             My primary point is one of bringing to your 

12   attention a potential unintended consequence that needs 

13   to be addressed so that we can continue to ensure the 

14   delivery by our entire industry of quality care to the 

15   Medicaid consumer population throughout the state of 

16   Colorado. 

17             To that point, we have also recently 

18   supported the Colorado minimum wage increase. 

19   Likewise, we've supported the Denver minimum wage 

20   increase. We have had the pleasure of meeting and 

21   speaking directly with Executive Director Barela and 

22   with Pat Teegarden, who was just -- looks like he 

23   stepped out -- on those topics. 

24             And again, it's all part of what our industry 

25   needs to do, to raise wage levels, to provide good 
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 1   living standards for employees who are delivering 

 2   personal care services under the Colorado Medicaid 

 3   program, as well as supporting the administrative 

 4   employees in our offices who support all of the care 

 5   management and other administrative responsibilities of 

 6   providing care through the Medicaid program. 

 7             Where there's a challenge is that we have to 

 8   be able to cover all of the cost increases that are 

 9   coming at us regardless of what direction they're 

10   coming from.  So while the increase in the minimum -- 

11   in the overtime exemption rate will cause some cost 

12   increases to us, that's acceptable.  The overtime 

13   increases will bring additional cost increases to us. 

14             We also are currently in a challenging 

15   situation for -- due to the shortage of R.N.s, of 

16   skilled nursing talent in Colorado and nationwide.  So 

17   our industry is seeing our R.N.s being pulled away by 

18   facilities such as, you know, hospitals and others that 

19   can pay more than we can under Medicaid reimbursement. 

20   So we've got to figure out a way to cover that cost. 

21             And we also have additional cost increases 

22   that are coming from federal mandates.  There is a new 

23   IT requirement that is bringing additional costs 

24   effective January 1, along with some inefficiencies 

25   that we have to be able to cover. 
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 1             And there was legislation passed this past 

 2   session, Senate Bill 19238, which requires new training 

 3   programs that also carry with it additional cost 

 4   increases, along with just the standard increases in 

 5   health insurance and liability insurance and in 

 6   ensuring network -- IT network security to meet the 

 7   requirements of HIPAA and other federal IT 

 8   requirements. 

 9             So all of those are the costs that we need to 

10   maintain.  Our challenge is that as we work with the 

11   Colorado Medicaid administrator, which is the 

12   Department of Healthcare Policy and Financing, their 

13   primary focus on determining reimbursement rate 

14   increases is based only on one subset of all of those 

15   cost increases. 

16             They're only looking at the increase in the 

17   minimum wage, both statewide and in Denver, and looking 

18   to allow or request rate increases to cover that 

19   component of our operating expenses, ignoring the cost 

20   increases from the increase in the overtime exemption 

21   level, as well as all of the other cost increases I've 

22   just mentioned. 

23             So the net effect, potentially, is if we 

24   can't cover all of those costs, then we can't afford to 

25   provide care for the Medicaid consumers.  And there's 
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 1   about 4,000 of them in the city of Denver alone, and 

 2   statewide in the programs that we serve, the number is 

 3   closer to 20,000.  So there's a large population 

 4   statewide who are at risk of losing the necessary 

 5   supports if organizations like PeopleCare are not able 

 6   to cover all of our costs. 

 7             So all of that really implies that we need to 

 8   collaborate, coordinate with Department of Healthcare 

 9   Policy and Financing.  Again, I know Director Barela, 

10   Executive Director Barela and Pat Teegarden are on it 

11   and they're aware of it.  But I want to underscore that 

12   there is the potential of loss of access for care to a 

13   large Medicaid population if we can't make sure we're 

14   covering all of these cost increases with reimbursement 

15   rate increases. 

16             And just one final bit of reality is that 

17   because of the Denver minimum wage increase, we are 

18   seeing providers like ours pull out of the Denver 

19   market already effective January 1, and we're getting a 

20   large number of referrals to take on those cases.  And 

21   sadly, we have to turn them down because we can't 

22   take -- we could not operate and provide care with the 

23   City of Denver's new minimum wage and all of the other 

24   cost increases without losing money and jeopardizing 

25   our ability to serve the rest of the population that we 
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 1   serve. 

 2             So that's where I request your assistance in 

 3   collaborating and working together, you know, with the 

 4   home care and home health industry, along with the 

 5   Department of Healthcare Policy and Financing to make 

 6   sure that we are able to cover all of the increases to 

 7   meet the needs of the Medicaid population.  Thank you. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  One question.  If you 

 9   can, can you tell us how many workers, whether exactly 

10   or approximately, PeopleCare has. 

11             MR. CHEVALIER:  We are over 800 workers 

12   across the state. 

13             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

14             MS. JENSBY:  Good afternoon.  My name is 

15   Ellen Jensby, J-e-n-s-b-y.  I'm the public policy 

16   director for Alliance.  And we weren't sure of the 

17   format today, so I actually have a couple of colleagues 

18   here.  We planned to present our testimony together if 

19   that's okay for them to come up as well. 

20             MR. MOSS:  That's fine. 

21             MS. JENSBY:  Okay.  Great.  So Alliance is a 

22   non-profit statewide association of community-centered 

23   boards and program-approved service agencies that 

24   provides services to people with intellectual 

25   developmental disabilities all across the state of 
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 1   Colorado. 

 2             The vast majority of these services are 

 3   provided through Medicaid home and community based 

 4   services waiver programs, similar to what the last 

 5   commenter said.  Reimbursement rates are established by 

 6   the state and CCBs and PASAs receive these 

 7   nonnegotiable reimbursements following the delivery of 

 8   services. 

 9             They cannot charge the people they serve any 

10   money for the services that they provide.  Outside of 

11   fundraising, some small state programs, and 

12   reimbursement from the Division of Vocational 

13   Rehabilitation under CDLE for a few employment 

14   supports, Medicaid is the only payer for these 

15   services, which are not available through private 

16   insurance. 

17             IDD providers rely on Medicaid reimbursements 

18   for 90 percent or more of their revenues.  Therefore, 

19   they cannot increase their revenues to cover increasing 

20   costs without increases in reimbursement rates.  When 

21   costs are increased through regulatory changes, such as 

22   the COMPS order, there is no automatic mechanism to 

23   increase reimbursement rates to cover them, placing 

24   strain on their ability to serve a population of people 

25   who rely on these supports for the most fundamental 
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 1   needs. 

 2             Since 2012 CCBs and PASAs were specifically 

 3   exempted from a Colorado minimum wage order, both 

 4   explicitly by the 2012 advisory bulletin, as well as, 

 5   arguably, because their business functions did not fall 

 6   under any of the four workforce categories named in the 

 7   order. 

 8             The proposed COMPS order would newly cover 

 9   these entities.  CCBs and PASAs are committed to 

10   upholding the rights of their employees and paying fair 

11   wages even though their ability to increase 

12   compensation is limited by the reimbursement rates they 

13   receive. 

14             Alliance does not oppose the application of 

15   the order to these entities, but we do request some 

16   narrow exemptions without which the order will place 

17   undue burden on these providers to continue to provide 

18   quality home and community-based services. 

19             With that I'll turn it over to my colleague, 

20   Randy Brodersen to talk about the salary threshold and 

21   the duties test. 

22             MR. BRODERSEN:  Thank you.  My name is Randy 

23   Brodersen, B-r-o-d-e-r-s-e-n.  I'm the executive 

24   director of North Metro Community Services.  We're the 

25   community center who serve people with the intellectual 
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 1   and developmental disabilities in Adams County.  And 

 2   I'm going to talk to you a little bit about the salary 

 3   threshold and the duties test proposed in the order. 

 4             First of all, we would request agencies 

 5   providing services through Colorado Medicaid home and 

 6   community-based services waivers being exempt from the 

 7   state-level salary threshold. 

 8             Because providers rely almost exclusively, as 

 9   you've heard in the last two testimonies, on 

10   nonnegotiable state-established reimbursement rates for 

11   their revenue.  And in the case of most IDD 

12   organization, that accounts for 90, 95 percent of their 

13   revenues. 

14             We cannot charge customers for the services 

15   they deliver, and because there will not be a 

16   commensurate rate increase to cover costs of the 

17   increasing salary threshold, these agencies will be 

18   disproportionately negatively impacted by a state-level 

19   salary threshold. 

20             Just for example, the proposed salary -- or 

21   the proposed rate increase for next year in the 

22   governor's budget is .29 percent, and obviously, that 

23   does not begin to cover the costs of some of the things 

24   that have been referred to here. 

25             In other states that have adopted a higher 
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 1   salary threshold than the federal one, compliance has 

 2   put strains on providers to continue to offer services 

 3   to populations who rely on them for the most basic 

 4   functions of their daily lives. 

 5             The salary threshold will hit rural 

 6   communities especially hard.  For example, one of our 

 7   rural provider agencies, only five of the agency's 200 

 8   employees would be eligible for exempt status by 2020 

 9   in the proposed threshold.  Because overtime is 

10   incredibly unpredictable in the sector that supports 

11   people around the clock, moving employees to an hourly 

12   basis creates significant issues for agencies in 

13   predicting their employment costs and for employees in 

14   predicting their pay.  People simply would not know 

15   from pay period to pay period what they were going to 

16   earn, if they get no overtime this pay period and 

17   20 hours of overtime the next pay period. 

18             The salary threshold also creates issues in 

19   the workplace morale when a significant number of 

20   employees who have been exempt for years or even 

21   decades suddenly have to keep time sheets and track 

22   every phone call, text, and e-mail.  These morale 

23   issues are a serious blow in the sector that already 

24   experiences nearly 40 percent turnover with our direct 

25   service professionals and struggles to compete with 
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 1   fast-food chains and the like for employees for really 

 2   challenging and responsible jobs. 

 3             Furthermore, many of the midlevel employees 

 4   in our field view themselves as professionals and 

 5   desire the recognition and flexibility that comes along 

 6   with being considered an exempt employee. 

 7             THE REPORTER:  Can you slow down a little 

 8   bit? 

 9             MR. BRODERSEN:  Okay.  As we attempt to 

10   tackle the workforce crisis facing disability 

11   providers, which exists both on the state and national 

12   level and is only predicted to grow over the next 

13   decade, every opportunity to professionalize our 

14   workforce is needed.  The state level salary threshold 

15   would hinder rather than help these efforts. 

16             We'd also request the duties test for exempt 

17   employees mirror that in the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

18   In the disability field, we see two issues in the 

19   following exemptions.  The executive and supervisor 

20   issues of -- by narrowing the test duties to an 

21   employee must perform at least 50 percent of their 

22   workweek in direct duties related supervision, of the 

23   number of employees that would be considered exempt has 

24   dramatically decreased. 

25             Due to the unpredictable needs of the people 
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 1   served and recruitment retention challenges faced by 

 2   IDD providers, many supervisors, even executive 

 3   directors, at some of our smaller agencies regularly 

 4   have to jump in and provide care to -- for waiver 

 5   participants which would place their exempt status in 

 6   question. 

 7             And administrative employees, because the 

 8   order goes back to, I believe, what Mr. Santo was 

 9   referring to, requires employees to report directly to 

10   the chief executive officer, a number of program 

11   managers would no longer be exempt.  So that is an 

12   issue too we would need some clarification on. 

13             By keeping the duties test the same as the 

14   Fair Labor Standards Act, the order would reduce 

15   confusion among employers and employees. 

16             And with that, that's pretty much all I have. 

17   I want to turn things over to my colleague Laura Ball 

18   from the CCB in Boulder to talk about exemptions from 

19   the orders, rest and overtime provisions. 

20             MS. BALL:  Thank you.  My name is Laura Ball, 

21   and I'm the human resources director for Imagine, which 

22   is a community center board serving both Boulder and 

23   Broomfield Counties.  My comments today will cover some 

24   narrow exemptions for the rest period and overtime 

25   provisions of the wage order. 
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 1             First, we request the wage order rest period 

 2   provisions not apply to employees of waiver providers 

 3   when performing certain services because of the nature 

 4   of the work does not practically allow for a guaranteed 

 5   rest period. 

 6             By law providers are responsible for ensuring 

 7   the health and safety of the waiver participants they 

 8   serve.  Many individuals with disabilities served under 

 9   Colorado's Medicaid's waivers require constant or near 

10   constant supervision with activities of daily living 

11   that cannot be scheduled. 

12             The workers providing these services, called 

13   direct support professionals, are assisting waiver 

14   participants with multiple aspects of their daily 

15   lives.  For example, the same employee may support one 

16   person with toileting, taking medication, and managing 

17   a panic attack all in the same hour. 

18             Additionally, the home and community-based 

19   service model emphasize individualized services with 

20   efficient staffing to make people's needs in order to 

21   allow for people to live in the least restrictive 

22   setting.  For federal regulations and also in alignment 

23   with best practice, providers are increasingly required 

24   to provide waiver participants with meaningful 

25   community activities, including employment, in which 
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 1   they can be as independent as possible. 

 2             This means that an individual or a small 

 3   group of individuals may be working at, volunteering 

 4   for, or visiting other community businesses or 

 5   locations not owned or operated by the provider.  Often 

 6   there is only one worker on site to provide support, 

 7   making a guaranteed rest period impractical. 

 8             Additionally, requiring providers to pay 

 9   staff for rest periods, not guaranteed rest period, 

10   periodically is also -- it would take increased costs 

11   without providing a mechanism to increase revenue to 

12   cover this cost. 

13             Therefore, we request narrow exemptions to 

14   encompass the following services and situations: 

15   Residential habilitation; supported employment; 

16   services that involve supported individuals to 

17   participate in community activities; personal care and 

18   respite services that provide a one-on-one basis; and 

19   services provided when the individual served would be 

20   at risk to themselves or others if left unsupervised. 

21             We have proposed this specific language in 

22   our written comments, which we submitted electronically 

23   earlier today.  And we'd be happy to work with the 

24   department on this language between now and the 

25   effective date of the order. 
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 1             Next, the order's requirement to pay overtime 

 2   over 12 hours should not apply to employees providing 

 3   residential and respite services to HCBS waiver 

 4   participants.  Because of the supervision and support 

 5   of the needs individuals receiving residential waiver 

 6   services, agencies have unique staffing models to 

 7   utilize 16-hour, 18-hour, and two-and-a-half-day shifts 

 8   to ensure continuity of support and minimize disruption 

 9   in their homes.  These shifts are also attractive for 

10   our DSPs because they can work shorter weeks. 

11             Because providers would receive no additional 

12   funding to compensate for paying overtime to the staff, 

13   making them subject to the way the order overtime 

14   provisions would require drastic staffing changes which 

15   would be problematic for providers, employees, and the 

16   individuals they serve. 

17             Respite services can also provide an entire 

18   day with only one respite worker available to support 

19   the individual.  Again, the goal of home and 

20   community-based services is to provide people with 

21   disabilities the support that allows them to live in 

22   homes and communities of their choosing with little 

23   disruption as possible.  Unique staffing models in 

24   these individual homes makes it possible while also 

25   helping with the recruitment and retention challenges 
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 1   we are faced with. 

 2             We have submitted exempt language for the 

 3   overtime section in our written comments, and again, 

 4   we'd be happy to work with the department to tailor the 

 5   language if needed.  Thank you so much for the 

 6   opportunity to speak today. 

 7             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 8             MS. SCHMIDT:  Good afternoon, Director Moss. 

 9   My name is Lauren Schmidt, S-c-h-m-i-d-t.  I am 

10   testifying today in my capacity as the acting executive 

11   director for the Colorado Outward Bound School.  I'm 

12   here with several members of the Outward Bound 

13   community, including Sarah Hartley, the chair of our 

14   board of directors from the law firm of Bryan Cave 

15   Leighton Paisner; Greg Vallin from the board of 

16   directors from the law firm of Brownstein Hyatt Farber 

17   Schreck; and Peter O'Neil, our outgoing executive 

18   director. 

19             I have several former Outward Bound 

20   instructors here as well.  I think it would be helpful 

21   for everyone here on behalf of Outward Bound to stand 

22   just so the department can see that the COMPS order is 

23   one that is extremely important to us. 

24             MR. MOSS:  I'll note there are seven folks 

25   here from Outward Bound. 
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 1             MS. SCHMIDT:  Thank you.  So we have 

 2   submitted written comments requesting an exemption from 

 3   the proposed COMPS order.  We have also solicited 

 4   letters of support from a number of former Outward 

 5   Bound instructors.  I won't re-read our comment letter 

 6   here, but I do think it's helpful to have some 

 7   background on what the Colorado Outward Bound School 

 8   does for purposes of this discussion. 

 9             So the Colorado Outward Bound School is part 

10   of the national and international Outward Bound system. 

11   We are the first Outward Bound School in the United 

12   States, and we have been operating continuously in 

13   Colorado since 1962.  We are a leader in the field of 

14   outdoor experiential education. 

15             Our core curriculum consists of multi-week 

16   wilderness expeditions using the Colorado wilderness as 

17   our classroom.  Those expeditions tend to last anywhere 

18   between one week and 81 days.  The majority of our 

19   employees are our instructors who we also refer to as 

20   our field staff.  And we have approximately 150 field 

21   staff that are operating in Colorado. 

22             Generally, these are temporary seasonal 

23   employees.  Our high season is our summer season, 

24   although we don't operate exclusively in the summer. 

25   Our instructors are extensively trained by the Colorado 
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 1   Outward Bound School in both technical outdoor skills 

 2   and our specialized curriculum, which focuses on 

 3   leadership and character development. 

 4             They are with our students in the field for 

 5   days, weeks, or at times even months.  Although our 

 6   instructors work and rest in the field, they are 

 7   technically on call 24 hours a day to be available for 

 8   students.  And as such, we have always paid them a per 

 9   diem wage. 

10             When our instructors return from the field, 

11   they are often working at our base camps, the largest 

12   of which in Colorado is our Leadville base camp, where 

13   we run approximately 75 percent of our operations.  And 

14   they then stay on the base camp and sleep and eat at 

15   the base camp with our students.  So in that sense, 

16   it's somewhat equivalent to a summer camp when they are 

17   on the base camp. 

18             On a federal level, all Outward Bound 

19   Schools, including Colorado Outward Bound, are exempt 

20   from the Fair Labor Standards Act pursuant to the 

21   exemption for seasonal recreational establishments. 

22   And we have submitted a 2006 opinion letter from the 

23   U.S. DOL Wage and Hour Division to that effect. 

24             Since we have started operating in Colorado 

25   in 1962, the Colorado Outward Bound School has not been 
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 1   within the industry category subject to the current 

 2   version or prior versions of the Colorado minimum wage 

 3   order.  And we have been operating for 57 years under 

 4   that presumption.  However, without an exemption in the 

 5   proposed COMPS order, it appears that the school would 

 6   likely be covered. 

 7             Moving away from the per diem model for our 

 8   course instructors, assistant instructors, horse 

 9   directors, and logistical support staff to a wage and 

10   hour overtime model would almost certainly force us to 

11   stop running the long-distance wilderness courses that 

12   are the foundation of our educational programming. 

13             We would submit that the field instructor job 

14   is more analogous to an in-residence position, like the 

15   ones reflected in proposed rule 2.2.7.  And I'm 

16   referring here to the description of the in-residence 

17   property manager, because, in the basis, purpose, and 

18   findings, because I think it's analogous. 

19             As you've described it, those positions 

20   require people to be expected to be on call at all 

21   hours, making tracking and compensating overtime and 

22   arranging for regular breaks difficult or impossible. 

23   That's very similar to the model that we have for our 

24   field staff when they're operating in the wilderness. 

25             So as a broad matter, the hourly pay and 
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 1   overtime model is not conducive to the outdoor rec 

 2   industry and particularly the segment of the outdoor 

 3   recreation industry that leads long-distance wilderness 

 4   expeditions. 

 5             So we would respectfully submit that this is 

 6   an industry that is vitally important to Colorado and 

 7   that the Colorado Outward Bound School is an 

 8   organization that's important in Colorado, and we would 

 9   request an exemption specific to the Colorado Outward 

10   Bound School or more generally applicable to outdoor 

11   field staff workers as set forth in our comments. 

12             Thank you very much for your consideration 

13   and the opportunity to testify today. 

14             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

15             MS. SCHMIDT:  Thank you. 

16             MR. MOSS:  We'll take a couple more speakers. 

17   But I'll note that I'll take a break at 4:43 because 

18   that will have been 90 minutes straight. 

19             Was anyone else already in line or -- 

20             MR. TURNER:  Good afternoon.  Andrew Turner, 

21   T-u-r-n-e-r.  I'm a partner of the Kelman Buescher firm 

22   here in Denver, and I'm here this afternoon 

23   representing the Hispanic Affairs Project, referred to 

24   as HAP.  As the Division knows, HAP is a grass roots 

25   organization of farm workers, immigrant workers, and 
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 1   allies in Mesa, Delta, Montrose, San Miguel, Ouray, and 

 2   Gunnison Counties. 

 3             HAP appreciates the Division's efforts to 

 4   modernize the wage order.  I'd like to applaud you for 

 5   that effort, but I'm here today to express our profound 

 6   disappointment in the preliminary results. 

 7             Those results that exclude thousands of 

 8   Colorado farm workers, whom we all depend upon when we 

 9   sit down for our meal breaks, from overtime, minimum 

10   wage, and meal break protections themselves, those 

11   results fly in the face of your statutory mandate. 

12             Your statutory mandate is expressed in the 

13   Colorado Minimum Wages of Workers Act.  Section 86106 

14   states that "The director shall determine the minimum 

15   wages sufficient for living wages.  The director shall 

16   determine standards of conditions of labor and hours of 

17   employment not detrimental to health." 

18             What your statutory mandate doesn't say is 

19   that the director shall establish the wages and hours 

20   sufficient for uninterrupted profit.  It doesn't say 

21   that the director shall establish conditions sufficient 

22   for competitiveness.  It doesn't say that the director 

23   shall establish conditions sensitive to commodity 

24   pricing.  Your mandate is sufficient for living wages 

25   and sufficient for health. 
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 1             Minimum wage and overtime rules that would 

 2   leave 33 percent of farm workers in poverty are not 

 3   sufficient for living wages.  Eight, ten, twelve-hour 

 4   days, workdays with no meal break are not sufficient 

 5   for health. 

 6             And we just respectfully submit that HAP 

 7   hopes that the division will focus on its statutory 

 8   mandate that the general assembly passed through 

 9   formerly.  Thank you. 

10             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Just let me line up 

11   two more folks.  Sir, and then you can go next, miss. 

12   And then we'll take a break and then we'll take any 

13   more speakers. 

14             MR. PERKO:  My name is Charles Perko, 

15   P-e-r-k-o.  My name is Charles Perko.  I am the 

16   president of the United Steelworkers Local 3267 out of 

17   Pueblo, Colorado.  I am a worker who is not from the 

18   Denver area, so I am here to represent all of those who 

19   come from areas that are not Denver, as a previous 

20   speaker specifically stated that you do represent. 

21             Pueblo, while some people would say that we 

22   have a lower cost of living, it is not that much lower 

23   than many people think.  Our housing costs are rising, 

24   and our gas prices are higher.  There are a lot of 

25   costs that are on par -- with the exception of 
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 1   exorbitant rent that you have in the Denver area, 

 2   they're on par with what we see in Denver because we 

 3   are Front Range. 

 4             The reason I'm here today is to speak 

 5   primarily in support of the removing of the 

 6   manufacturing exemption to the rules.  I represent 150 

 7   steelworkers in quality, clerical plan protection and 

 8   few in the engineering department who, in many cases, 

 9   we have a past practice that allows them break time. 

10   In many cases, breaks are built into their job because 

11   they work in batches. 

12             I do however represent several employees who 

13   work 12 hours straight without a break.  And if we 

14   codify that, as this rule does, the ability for them to 

15   take time away from their job or if the company does 

16   plead, as they often do, that they cannot shut the 

17   process down to provide for that break, that they 

18   provide some compensation for that time worked that 

19   otherwise they would not have to.  I strongly believe 

20   that would incentivize the company to provide that 

21   break. 

22             We have a process at the rail mill where 

23   rails pass by about once every minute.  You can imagine 

24   for 12 hours a day staring at every inch of an 80-foot 

25   rail about 500 times in a 12-hour shift on average, 
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 1   that in a blinking, strobing LED light, that can get 

 2   very tiring.  And so 10 minutes in a four-hour period 

 3   should be a bare minimum for the amount of break time 

 4   that should be allowed under this rule.  And it's a 

 5   great start. 

 6             I also serve as the rapid response 

 7   coordinator for District 12 here in Colorado.  District 

 8   12 is the 11 western states, and I do this 

 9   for -- within our state.  And as such I speak on behalf 

10   of approximately 2,000 steelworkers, both in 

11   manufacturing, the service industry, as well as 

12   professional workers in the pharmacy field at grocery 

13   stores throughout the state. 

14             Because I speak for so many members in so 

15   many different fields, I can honestly say that when it 

16   comes to these sorts of exemptions that people are 

17   asking for, narrow exemptions provide for -- wider 

18   exemptions provide for wider exemptions, and finally, 

19   we get to the spot where we were before, where entire 

20   fields have been exempt from these very minimum 

21   standards for what a worker should have to deal with in 

22   their day-to-day working life. 

23             And so I ask when you provide these 

24   clarifications that many of these previous speakers 

25   have been asking for, you err on the side of a minimum 
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 1   of exemptions such that as many workers as possible are 

 2   covered. 

 3             I also strongly join my voice with all of 

 4   those who protest the exemption for farm workers.  I 

 5   believe that they work so much harder than I do and 

 6   that they should be covered by the same wage laws as 

 7   well.  Thank you. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We'll take two and 

 9   then a break. 

10             MS. RAY:  Good afternoon.  My name is Lorrie, 

11   L-o-r-r-i-e.  Last name is Ray, R-a-y.  And I'm from 

12   Employers Council.  We have -- Employers Council is a 

13   non-profit organization that helps employers in all 

14   aspects of the employment relationship.  We have about 

15   4,000 employers that we represent.  Most of our 

16   employers have between 10 and 300 employees.  And so we 

17   really do represent most of the smaller employers. 

18             And my concern always with regulations that 

19   affect smaller employers is the manner in which they 

20   can learn about the regulations, first of all, and that 

21   they find the regulations confusing, particularly if 

22   they conflict with federal law.  So that is one of my 

23   concerns about this wage order, is it does create a 

24   number of conflicts with federal law that you really 

25   have heard about already. 
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 1             I also want to point out something that has 

 2   not been pointed out, and that is that most businesses 

 3   in Colorado are small.  And we have a number of 

 4   non-profits in Colorado that are strapped for cash. 

 5             There's also, as has been pointed out, a 

 6   great deal of income disparity for those employers in 

 7   non-profits in the metro areas as opposed to lower-paid 

 8   rural areas.  My fear is if you increase the salary 

 9   basis test to 42,500, it will send some of those 

10   employers to surrounding states.  That's already kind 

11   of happened in Denver with some of the manufacturing, 

12   and I'm concerned that that will continue to happen. 

13             Another concern I have in regards to 

14   confusion for employers, is on January 1st, employers 

15   will have to start paying their exempt employees 

16   $35,568 a year.  Then if your proposal goes through, 

17   they'll have to start paying employees 42,000 -- 42,500 

18   a year in the middle of the year.  So they'll 

19   effectively have two increases in one year, and I think 

20   that this will create confusion for them. 

21             I also believe that employees value time and 

22   flexibility.  More and more recruiters are recruiting 

23   with the promise of flexibility.  And indeed, one 

24   popular proposal that employers are starting to offer 

25   is a four-weekday workweek, four days, eight hours a 
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 1   day.  And this is another way to bring in employees 

 2   because not all employees are interested in pay, some 

 3   are much more interested in flexibility. 

 4             The other thing you should be aware of that I 

 5   don't hear talked about much is that employers will not 

 6   necessarily increase the pay to meet the minimum salary 

 7   basis test.  What some employers will do is switch 

 8   their employees to non-exempt and then hold their hours 

 9   at 40 hours. 

10             I do think this is a difficult time to do 

11   this because of the very low unemployment in Colorado. 

12   I think the marketplace -- because we have such low 

13   unemployment, we have a stronger marketplace for 

14   employees to apply at other jobs if they're concerned 

15   about the salary basis. 

16             When I look at our Employers Council surveys 

17   and look at how many employers are paying below the 

18   42.5 threshold, what I find is that the two industries 

19   that are most impacted are the non-profits and the 

20   hospitality and leisure.  These are important 

21   industries for our state, and I'm concerned we're 

22   putting them at a disadvantage. 

23             For the hospitality and leisure industry, 

24   this is putting additional strain on them, especially 

25   for hotels when they're facing intense competition from 
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 1   Airbnb and the like. 

 2             We know how much non-profits are the fabric 

 3   of Colorado.  Now, both the leisure industry and the 

 4   non-profit industry are industries that younger workers 

 5   often go into.  They know they're not going to be paid 

 6   as much in those industries and, quite frankly, they 

 7   don't expect to spend their careers in those 

 8   industries, unless they go higher up into the 

 9   organization.  These workers are often willing to trade 

10   money for experience or the chance to do the work. 

11             Finally, the 42,500 minimum salary base is 

12   going to hurt businesses because they're going to have 

13   two sets of increases they're going to need to think 

14   about, the increase in January and the increase in the 

15   middle of the year.  And those businesses who are 

16   budgeting right now for next year I think will have 

17   difficulty with that. 

18             I think we really underestimate the number of 

19   small employers we have who are not -- don't even know 

20   we have a hearing here today because they just aren't 

21   tuned in in that way.  They really are just trying to 

22   survive in the current economy. 

23             I thank you for your attention, and I will 

24   also be submitting extended comments to your website. 

25   Thank you very much. 
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 1             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We'll take one more 

 2   speaker, then a break right after. 

 3             MS. MILLS:  Great.  Thank you, Director Moss, 

 4   and to the whole panel for being here.  My name is 

 5   Melanie Mills, M-e-l-a-n-i-e, M-i-l-l-s.  I'm the 

 6   president and CEO of Colorado Ski Country U.S.A.  And 

 7   we represent 23 ski areas in all parts of the state and 

 8   of varying sizes, including several with a very small 

 9   number of year-round salaried employees. 

10             I want to highlight some of the broad 

11   concerns our industry has with the proposed overtime 

12   exemption for salaried workers.  We have concerns about 

13   how this will impact seasonal businesses like ours that 

14   fluctuate greatly by season and weather.  The ski 

15   industry's business at busy times is the mirror image 

16   of the agricultural industries.  Our busy times are 

17   when the snow flies and children are out of school. 

18             Ski industry employees are snow farmers.  The 

19   department partially recognizes this with a partial 

20   overtime exemption from the COMPS order contained in 

21   Rule 2.4.3 for hourly employees, and the FLSA 

22   recognizes this with its broad seasonal employee 

23   exemption. 

24             Our business and number of guests fluctuate 

25   greatly with the weather.  Accordingly, many of our 
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 1   employees work longer hours over the winter period and 

 2   holidays when guests are on the slope and services are 

 3   needed, just as the ag industry's hours fluctuate when 

 4   the weather cooperates for growing and harvesting. 

 5             Over the summer and fall months, those same 

 6   ski area workers are working less than full-time hours 

 7   because off-season operations do not have the same 

 8   urgency as the busy winter periods.  Many areas are 

 9   closed in the off-season, and salaried managers and 

10   coordinators work substantially fewer hours during 

11   these periods.  They're enjoying the fruits of their 

12   labors during the busy season. 

13             This is a lifestyle choice for many of our 

14   employees.  These seasonal fluctuations are part of the 

15   expectations of every worker.  They know when they are 

16   hired that they will work a lot in the ski season and a 

17   little in the off-season. 

18             This is fundamentally different than many of 

19   the workers that we've been talking about today where 

20   they are unexpectedly subject to extensive overtime, 

21   week in and week out throughout the entire year. 

22             I would also raise our concern about the 

23   statewide applicability of the overtime rule salary 

24   thresholds with no flexibility for rural or Western 

25   Slope areas outside of the Denver metro and Front Range 
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 1   communities. 

 2             We're also concerned about the aggressive 

 3   $3,000 a year increase in the exemption which greatly 

 4   exceeds the rate of inflation and the growth in our 

 5   business. 

 6             The department should consider the challenges 

 7   this proposed salaried overtime exemption will present 

 8   for Colorado's seasonal outdoor recreation businesses, 

 9   including the ski industry, the major economic driver 

10   of many mountain and rural communities in our state. 

11             The department should also consider whether 

12   this rule should be applied uniformly across the state 

13   and the impacts of an annual $3,000 increase between 

14   now and 2026. 

15             We intend to submit a written comment in the 

16   coming days containing a more specific request for 

17   changes to the rule.  And if I can, I'd be happy to 

18   answer any questions you have today. 

19             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I have only one 

20   question, and it can definitely be left for the written 

21   comment because it's statistical.  And it's that if in 

22   writing your comment you could indicate any estimate of 

23   how many folks would be potentially covered by the 

24   salary threshold because they fit into some duties 

25   test, either the executive, administrator, 
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 1   professional, or other, so that we can be better 

 2   informed as to how many folks will be affected by the 

 3   salary because they qualify under some duties test. 

 4             MS. MILLS:  Got it.  Thank you. 

 5             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We'll now take a break 

 6   until 4:55.  It is now 4:47.  I thank everybody for 

 7   fitting in 21 speakers in barely an hour and a half so 

 8   far.  So we'll try to keep mostly sticking to the five 

 9   minutes per person.  Thank you. 

10             (A recess was taken from 4:47 p.m. to 

11   4:57 p.m.) 

12             MR. O'NEIL:  Thank you, Director Moss and 

13   your colleagues, for giving me the opportunity to 

14   speak.  My name is Peter O'Neil. 

15             MR. MOSS:  So is that Peter? 

16             MR. O'NEIL:  Peter, yes.  I'm a former 

17   Colorado Outward Bound School -- often referred to as 

18   COBS in my comments -- instructor, as well as former 

19   executive director at COBS.  I worked for the school 

20   for 11 years in the field as an instructor and course 

21   director.  I also served as the executive director of 

22   the school for eight years.  So I understand the 

23   business applications of how we are able to afford to 

24   pay our field staff.  And like I said, I was field 

25   staff for 11 years being paid not a lot of money. 
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 1   That's not why I did the job. 

 2             For those 11 years when I was in the field, I 

 3   was responsible for the welfare of our students, 

 4   including being responsible for their safety.  The 

 5   school's mission using our spectacular wilderness 

 6   classroom, is to transform the lives of young adults 

 7   through challenge and discovery to make them better 

 8   leaders and to learn that there is more in them than 

 9   they know. 

10             Working with our students is the most 

11   inspiring job I've ever had.  And when I was on duty 

12   out in the wilderness, I worked 24 hours a day for 23 

13   to 30 days at a time.  I did not take the job for the 

14   pay.  It was the best job I've ever had.  It was my 

15   first post college graduate education, so to speak. 

16             What I learned in those years was what it 

17   takes to build and lead a high-performing team. 

18   Following my immersive 11 years of leadership training 

19   as a COBS field staff, I was admitted to the Stanford 

20   Business School, and I went on to co-found three 

21   different businesses.  I would never have been set up 

22   for this path in life if it wasn't for my 11 years as 

23   field staff at COBS. 

24             As a former instructor, I support providing 

25   COBS with an exemption from the proposed wage and hour 
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 1   COMPS minimum wage order.  Being a COBS instructor is a 

 2   calling.  It is akin to the Peace Corps and Teach For 

 3   America. 

 4             I'll tell a story, and then I'll end my 

 5   comments.  Last week I had breakfast with Senator Mark 

 6   Udall.  Mark and I share two things.  We were both 

 7   Colorado Outdoor Bound School instructors for many 

 8   years, and we were both executive directors for COBS. 

 9   And we worked out in the field for those long, 

10   grueling, multiday, sometimes a month at a time, jobs. 

11             And Mark said to me, he said, “Peter,  

12   remember what I used to say on the campaign trail when  

13   the press would ask me, what was the best job you ever  

14   had?” And his campaign handlers were adamant that he  

15   shouldn’t say this.  And what he used to say was, “the  

16   best job I ever had was being a Colorado Outward Bound  

17   School instructor.” 

18             And his campaign handlers say, “Mark, you're 

19   not supposed to say that, you're supposed to say a 

20   senator or a congressman was the best job.” And he said 

21   he inevitably still said, “it was the best job I ever 

22   had, being a COBS instructor.” 

23             And Mark has agreed to also put in some 

24   comments because for him, this institution, which as 

25   Lauren Schmidt said, started back in 1962, founded by 
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 1   Charlie Gates, Bill Coors, and a woman who many people 

 2   don't know, Ruthie Brown, one of the founders of Aspen, 

 3   has been instrumental not only in changing the lives of 

 4   young students, but instructors such as myself. 

 5             So thank you for giving me the time to speak, 

 6   and hopefully, we qualify for an exemption. 

 7             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 8             MS. JOHNSON:  Hi.  Good evening.  I'm Allyson 

 9   [phonetic] Johnson with ParentsTogether Action.  I'm 

10   here on behalf of 1,377 folks from Colorado who have 

11   signed a petition that I would like to read out loud. 

12   Parents Together Action is a group of about 2.5 million 

13   parents from around the country who take action 

14   together about sort of issues pertaining to parents and 

15   affecting parents around the country. 

16             The petition reads, "A strong healthy 

17   workforce is critical to this economic growth.  But as 

18   the overtime plan currently stands, 206,000 people have 

19   to wait until 2026 to get the overtime pay that they've 

20   earned.  I encourage you to increase the overtime wage 

21   threshold more quickly than in the proposed rule so 

22   that Colorado salaried workers can save for retirement, 

23   for our kids' education and to afford housing and basic 

24   healthcare." 

25             So can I give you this pile of signatures 
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 1   or -- 

 2             MR. MOSS:  If you can give it to the 

 3   reporter. 

 4             MS. JOHNSON:  Sure. 

 5             MR. MOSS:  If you can put a mark in the 

 6   transcript to note where it goes.  Thank you. 

 7             MS. JOHNSON:  Thank you very much. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 9             MS. McMOORE:  Hi.  My name is Haley Shay 

10   McMoore, M-c-M-o-o-r-e.  I was made aware of your work 

11   on overtime protections by Towards Justice, and I'm 

12   here to share my story as someone who needs the 

13   protections that you're working for. 

14             I'm the first woman in my family to graduate 

15   from college and have been working since I was 15.  But 

16   even with experience, work ethic, and education 

17   credentials, I have not earned a living wage in 

18   Colorado.  I have worked as an educator, a community 

19   organizer, and held a director role at a statewide 

20   non-profit, routinely working in excess of 60 hours per 

21   week. 

22             I'm committed to the causes I served, but I'm 

23   also committed to myself, my autonomy, and my financial 

24   security.  Without overtime protections, I have been 

25   overworked and underpaid as a professional.  This 
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 1   prevents me from achieving elements of the American 

 2   dream I was told about.  Not making a living wage and 

 3   being expected to work unpaid overtime hours has kept 

 4   me busy, exhausted, and further away from dreams of 

 5   home ownership or being able to provide for the 

 6   children I hope to one day have. 

 7             Your current plan will extend overtime 

 8   protections to salaries up to $42,500 in 2020.  I want 

 9   to tell you what it has been like for me to make 

10   $42,500 and less in Colorado.  $42,500 quickly becomes 

11   $2,800 a month.  I'm lucky to pay 1300 for rent, which 

12   is 300 below the average cost of rent in Denver.  That 

13   leaves about 1500 for bills and living.  After my car 

14   payment, insurance, student loans, and other bills, I 

15   would regularly have about $75 per week for food and 

16   fuel and would regularly go into debt.  Because only 

17   money pays the bills, not experience, not flexibility, 

18   only money. 

19             I urge you to phase in protections for 

20   salaries over $42,500 more quickly because cost of 

21   living in Colorado demands it.  Thank you for making 

22   overtime protections a priority.  This is about so much 

23   more than labor.  It is an issue of gender equity, 

24   empowerment, and creating opportunities to break cycles 

25   of generational poverty. 
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 1             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  You don't mind a 

 2   follow-up question? 

 3             MS. McMOORE:  Sure. 

 4             MR. MOSS:  Feel free not to answer on the 

 5   record, but if you can, can you tell us what level or 

 6   levels of pay you received when you were working over 

 7   60-hour weeks? 

 8             MS. McMOORE:  $38,000. 

 9             MR. MOSS:  And about how many hours did you 

10   say you worked? 

11             MS. McMOORE:  Probably 50 hours when we were 

12   not working on campaigns.  But upwards of 65 when we 

13   were on campaigns. 

14             MR. MOSS:  Upwards of 65, you mean over 65? 

15             MS. McMOORE:  Yes. 

16             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

17             MS. McMOORE:  Thank you. 

18             MR. LEWIS:  Good evening.  Alan Lewis, 

19   A-l-a-n, L-e-w-i-s, speaking on behalf of Natural 

20   Grocers.  We're a 65-year-old family-run Colorado 

21   company.  Six stores in Denver itself and 740 in the 

22   state.  We also operate 160 stores in 20 different 

23   states. 

24             Just as a reminder, we're a leader in wages 

25   for entry-level and management employees.  We provide 
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 1   free nutrition education, extensive employee 

 2   development.  Our starting wage for someone with a high 

 3   school equivalent is $13 an hour, higher in certain 

 4   areas, in the ski resorts, as we've heard, because it's 

 5   more expensive. 

 6             All of our employees are full-time.  They are 

 7   required to take their breaks or they get written up, 

 8   including their lunch.  They're required to be on the 

 9   clock when they read their e-mails at night, or they 

10   will be written up. 

11             They get 401(k), medical benefits, dental 

12   benefits, and a dollar-an-hour credit, 

13   non-discretionary bonus to be used in the store. 

14   Extensive cross-functional training on our enterprise 

15   resource systems, software, HR services, cash 

16   management, customer service, et cetera. 

17             We call this Vitamin Cottage University.  We 

18   have high turnover because it's an easy university to 

19   qualify for.  You sign up at $13 an hour.  A couple 

20   years later you come out, and you're incredibly 

21   qualified to work in any number of different places. 

22             So we have nothing to apologize for.  We're 

23   here with grave concerns about this whole process, but 

24   as -- personally, as someone who walked on the picket 

25   lines with my parents who were striking for Denver 
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 1   Public Schools in the '60s, you carry that with you for 

 2   a long time, that sense of insecurity. 

 3             But everyone needs to be -- realize that this 

 4   process is taking place in isolation of everything 

 5   else.  Denver is raising its minimum wage to 15.85. 

 6   Even us progressive employers, keeping as much money in 

 7   the wages as we can, we will be at somewhere around 

 8   13.85 without anybody telling us differently in 2020 

 9   when the 15.85 goes into effect. 

10             We have a lot of employees in this state. 

11   You start that minimum wage here, everyone on the 

12   ladder gets an increase.  It will wipe out our free 

13   cash flow in our Denver stores. 

14             What does that mean?  Well, suddenly, it's 

15   not very attractive to work -- open stores in Denver. 

16   A lot less money to provide bonuses and incentives. 

17   The Family Medical Leave Act in Colorado, which is 

18   endlessly be trying to pass, is another $500,000 cost 

19   to us in Colorado.  It's 20 percent of our free cash 

20   flow in this state.  And we pinch pennies into dimes 

21   all day long.  It's our ethic.  We provide affordable 

22   food to all communities at the lowest possible price. 

23             So in and of itself, the new wage for exempt 

24   employees doesn't necessarily affect us.  If we take 

25   the definitions of wages in Title 8, our normal stepped 
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 1   wages for our exempt employees will be more or less in 

 2   line with the increases that are being proposed.  But 

 3   there are huge unintended consequences, and the 

 4   Employers Council mentioned a few of them, but I want 

 5   to just talk about what happens in a high volume, low 

 6   margin industry like agriculture, like grocery. 

 7             Our brass ring as an industry is a 1 percent 

 8   profit at the end of the year.  We never make it. 

 9   Kroger never makes it.  It's the brass ring, 1 percent. 

10   Now, Kroger's $130 billion.  We're roughly around 

11   $900 million across those 20 states. 

12             So when you talk about these small increases 

13   here or there, they're actually highly impacting of our 

14   bottom line, our profitability, where we can open 

15   stores, how many people we can employ. 

16             When you look at all of the demands being 

17   made on us to increase wages, it's far more than 

18   anything that's being discussed here or the Denver 

19   minimum wage or the Family Act, or, or, or from the 

20   feds. 

21             In particular, the fact that the Colorado 

22   Minimum Wage Act passed last year giving local 

23   authority to minimum wage doesn't define wages.  So 

24   Denver has decided they're not going to define wages 

25   except as base pay.  So I asked the bill sponsor, 
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 1   “Well, aren't you going to get sued, aren't you going 

 2   to litigate this endlessly because you don't have a 

 3   definition?” She says, “Absolutely.  I'm an attorney.   

 4   I can't wait.” 

 5             Now, we're trying to fix that, because that's 

 6   just a huge oversight.  It's going to cause endless 

 7   problems. 

 8             So let's look at the unintended consequences. 

 9   And Mr. Moss, I'm about to wrap up, so thank you for 

10   your patience with the time.  If you look at our 

11   competitors and how they respond to wage increases or 

12   just the cost of labor, you see a big grocery chain, 

13   who I'm going to kindly not name, who broke the 

14   Union 12 years ago so current members got their full 

15   benefits, new members got part-time jobs with no 

16   benefits.  Somebody knows who I am talking about. 

17             You have computers running the check-outs, 

18   which don't get wages.  You have gig economy, people 

19   stocking who aren't even employees.  You have 

20   outsourced labor, people who aren't even -- I mean, 

21   they're getting temporary wages for cash at the end of 

22   the night.  And then when you have a part-time or 

23   outsourced person, you're not paying benefits.  You're 

24   robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

25             You're not doing any training because all 
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 1   they have to do is come in and stock.  If you notice on 

 2   the shelves, there's a picture on every shelf every 

 3   three inches.  All you need to know is match the 

 4   product on the cart to the product that's on the shelf 

 5   and put it there.  That's your training. 

 6             So we need to look at this in a much bigger 

 7   picture.  I'm sympathetic with every argument that 

 8   people need to make more, but what we're really doing 

 9   here is rewarding the largest, richest companies with 

10   the most wealthy shareholders by allowing them and 

11   incentivizing them to eliminate employment, potentially 

12   move out of state or not open stores in Denver, to 

13   eliminate benefits, eliminate training, eliminate other 

14   services. 

15             This is the danger to this single approach to 

16   say, let's just raise wages.  Because that's not really 

17   what's going to happen.  We will hold the line like we 

18   have for the last 65 years as best we can.  But this is 

19   a huge burden that's going to have unintended 

20   consequences.  And unemployed people don't make wages. 

21             And someone else mentioned that making these 

22   decisions and moving these calendars up during a time 

23   of high employment, economic expansion, and a sense of 

24   wealth and abundance is really shortsighted, because 

25   the abundance is at the top, not at the bottom.  The 
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 1   abundance is in tech and biotech, not in agriculture 

 2   and grocery. 

 3             So I'll leave it for that.  We will submit a 

 4   detailed comment with cross-references to the rule. 

 5   And I thank you for your time.  Questions or -- 

 6             MR. MOSS:  No, thank you. 

 7             MR. O'NEIL:  Thank you. 

 8             MR. HARRISON:  Adam Harrison, El Centro 

 9   Humanitario.  Who's getting paid to be here?  Who's on 

10   salary?  Anybody on salary?  I'm on salary.  Raise your 

11   hand if you are an hourly worker and you are here 

12   because this matters to your life.  Hell, yeah. 

13             We're hearing a lot of facts today.  We're 

14   hearing a lot of numbers from labor, and from the 

15   employers we're hearing doom and gloom and no facts and 

16   no evidence.  And in fact, an extreme misunderstanding 

17   of the way that labor law works in America and 

18   something that's actually explained, I think, on page 2 

19   of this wage order, you don't have to raise wages. 

20             We're not talking about raising wages.  What 

21   we're talking about is a couple of different things El 

22   Centro Humanitario applauds this department for finally 

23   doing for the people of this state. 

24             One is it's important that people not be 

25   worked ragged for 80 hours a week.  It's vital.  It's 
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 1   important to health.  And this department has 

 2   recognized them, looked at the statistics presented in 

 3   the different comments and in its own studies at the 

 4   effect that working too hard has on your health, your 

 5   community, has on your family, has on your inability to 

 6   take care of your family.  How in the hell does a woman 

 7   who makes $30,000 a year pay for daycare to work at an 

 8   hourly job or a so-called salaried job as a team leader 

 9   at frickin' "Groceries Are Us," how does she afford 

10   that at $30,000 a year? 

11             When I just looked into it -- I'm a freaking 

12   litigator, and I can't afford to pay the $20,000 a year 

13   it would take to take care of my two babies, and so my 

14   wife has to stay home and we're trying to make it that 

15   way.  But I'm lucky. 

16             Employers, there are several options that you 

17   have.  And this is a clarification that has to be made, 

18   I think is already made in the order, if not in the 

19   statement of basis, purpose, and specific statutory 

20   authority that this department has put together. 

21             Once the salary basis goes up to $42,500, 

22   which is barely enough to make rent, you can, A, hire 

23   more workers and not work all of them more than 

24   40 hours a week.  You can, B, raise the hourly -- raise 

25   the salary of each person to $42,500 who you want to 
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 1   run ragged and you want to have to work those 80 hours 

 2   a week.  Or you can hire more people. 

 3             All of those are a benefit to the people of 

 4   Colorado and to the individual workers.  And so that's 

 5   the good news for employers who have come basing all of 

 6   their arguments on the idea that this is a raise in 

 7   wages and it's a terrible burden and it's a cost 

 8   without beginning -- without even trying to understand 

 9   the fact that there are those choices. 

10             What we need, however, are some more choices 

11   for employees.  We've had it declared to us quite 

12   boldly by the Employers Council that the young and 

13   exposed people who take jobs in hospitality, they take 

14   those jobs knowing they're going to get experience, 

15   they take those jobs knowing they're not going to make 

16   any money, so that's on them. 

17             Wouldn't it be nice if they could also afford 

18   a life in Colorado?  Wouldn't it be nice if, for 

19   example, the young people at the community center 

20   boards who were described to us by three separate 

21   testimonies of people who were on salary and who are 

22   here covered for these hours that they're working 

23   because they're -- that's an assumption on my part, 

24   but -- these people who are executives have come here 

25   telling us it's not necessary for our department. 
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 1             I can tell you having worked for the people 

 2   who are actually helping the disabled and mentally 

 3   challenged people at the community center boards that 

 4   they're working for $10 an hour up to now.  That was 

 5   almost admitted by the third testimony -- the third 

 6   testifier from Alliance who said that we're competing 

 7   with fast-food industries. 

 8             Well, damn it, why don't you get in front of 

 9   the Medicare and explain that you're competing with 

10   fast food for these jobs that you're describing as so 

11   important to the individual waiver holders, these jobs 

12   that require people to take care of someone whose 

13   health and safety are so in need. 

14             I defy any industry telling us that they have 

15   to -- that they have to have no breaks, that they can't 

16   let any of their individuals stop every three hours, 

17   stop one time within four hours.  I defy one of them to 

18   provide you with evidence, with facts that show that 

19   it's not good for these individuals to take breaks, 

20   that it can't be done, because that evidence won't be 

21   provided to you.  All that will be provided to you is 

22   speculation that it's some kind of apocalyptic cost to 

23   them to have to give somebody a break. 

24             Now, we appreciate the inclusion of 

25   construction within this because construction is an 
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 1   area where these people are physically -- on their 

 2   backs building up our state who have had -- who for too 

 3   long have been taken advantage of, for too long been 

 4   exempt in this.  And we applaud the five pages of 

 5   analysis and careful looking at the construction 

 6   industry that this department has done. 

 7             In rebuttal to the employers who have said, 

 8   we just can't afford to follow these laws, I would 

 9   suggest that the good actors within each industry are 

10   already following these laws.  The good construction 

11   companies are already giving breaks, are already trying 

12   to keep people so that they're not working 15 hours on 

13   top of a building all the time, without breaks and 

14   without overtime. 

15             What this does is it requires the bad actors 

16   and the people who would like to be bad actors to rise 

17   up to a higher level.  The Employers Council, again 

18   misunderstanding the nature of labor law in America, 

19   said that there are conflicts with the Fair Labor 

20   Standards Act.  There is not one conflict with the Fair 

21   Labor Standards Act in the COMPS order, that the Fair 

22   Labor Standards act is the lowest basement we've ever 

23   had for the last 30 years.  There's no conflict. 

24             Colorado is permitted and allowed to live by 

25   a higher standard.  Those are my comments for El Centro 
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 1   Humanitario. 

 2             As a private attorney who has represented 

 3   about a dozen teachers at different times, I would like 

 4   to point out that there is no analysis and no reasoning 

 5   within the explanation given by this department as to 

 6   why teachers are included with doctors and lawyers as 

 7   an exemption.  And I believe that's a great oversight, 

 8   and a great injustice. 

 9             Thank you for your time. 

10             DR. FRITZ-MAUER:  Good evening.  My name is 

11   Dr. Matthew Fritz-Mauer.  I'm an attorney at Kelman 

12   Buescher where I practice labor and employment law, and 

13   my academic research focuses on labor markets, wage and 

14   hour law, and labor standards enforcement. 

15             I want to respond to some of the comments 

16   that are in the written record and that we've heard 

17   here today.  These comments tell all of you that the 

18   COMPS order is too much too soon, that it's going to 

19   hurt the economy, be bad for business, and ultimately 

20   it's going to be bad for workers.  The effect of these 

21   comments is to tell you that the COMPS order is too 

22   much, it's dangerous, because it's a radical shift from 

23   the status quo. 

24             So I want to talk about the status quo for a 

25   minute.  Like my friend Adam just said, federal law 
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 1   sets a floor.  Over the years the federal government 

 2   has increased the overtime salary threshold.  It has 

 3   never been tied to inflation, and so what we've seen is 

 4   that the federal government will increase the overtime 

 5   salary threshold, sit there for decades, and then it 

 6   will increase it again, it will sit there for decades. 

 7   Now we have another increase coming in January. 

 8             When it comes to the status quo, it's 

 9   important to understand that if the overtime salary 

10   threshold set in 1975 had just kept track with 

11   inflation, it would be $58,000 today.  In 1975, 

12   60 percent of salaried workers earned less than the 

13   overtime salary limit.  Today it's 7 percent.  When the 

14   new federal overtime threshold goes in to effect in 

15   January, it's going to be 15 percent. 

16             We've come a long way from the New Deal. 

17   What we've seen is a hollowing out of our basic 

18   protections, our basic workers' rights, and along with 

19   it, we've seen a hollowing out of the working class and 

20   the middle class. 

21             So the effect of these comments is to say 

22   this is a dramatic shift from what it is.  It's 

23   dangerous.  It's changing too much.  That's simply the 

24   wrong way to think about this.  The COMPS order is a 

25   realignment.  It's a realignment that's entirely 
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 1   consistent with the best values that we have, with the 

 2   values that undergird the Fair Labor Standards Act, 

 3   that created the 40-hour workweek, that built unions, 

 4   that allowed people to live a decent, dignified life, 

 5   to have basic rights at work. 

 6             Now, when you consider everything I just 

 7   said, $42,500 is actually really modest.  Increasing it 

 8   $3,000 a year outpaces inflation right now, but it's a 

 9   long overdue and necessary adjustment to what it's 

10   been. 

11             So I applaud you all for what's in the COMPS 

12   order, and I hope you will keep this framing in mind. 

13   And keep in mind it's just necessary and it's overdue. 

14   And we shouldn't rely too much on federal law because 

15   it's federal inaction that has actually brought us all 

16   into this room.  It's federal inaction and inadequate 

17   action that has made this completely necessary.  Thank 

18   you. 

19             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I think we'll now take 

20   another queue.  One, two, three, four, five, six, 

21   seven, eight, nine, ten. 

22             MR. ARNOLD:  Good evening.  My name's Gary 

23   Arnold.  I'm here on behalf of Rocky Mountain Pipe 

24   Trades District Council number 5 representing 

25   approximately 3-and-a-half thousand plumbers, 
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 1   pipefitters, HVAC technicians, pipeliners, and 

 2   sprinkler fitters. 

 3             Director Moss, the rest of the panel, I 

 4   appreciate your time and applaud your efforts to date, 

 5   applaud the robust stakeholder process that has been 

 6   undertaken to try to ensure that the best possible 

 7   policy is developed. 

 8             Pipefitters Local 208 as part of the Rocky 

 9   Mountain District Council wholeheartedly supports your 

10   efforts.  We applaud your inclusion of the additional 

11   industries, specifically construction.  With our 

12   members performing strenuous manual labor in Colorado's 

13   harsh conditions year-round, their ability to take 

14   appropriate breaks, meal breaks and breaks from the 

15   strenuous activities is necessary. 

16             As many of the speakers have said before, I 

17   think some of the good actors are doing that.  We have 

18   fought for our members rights to have those proper meal 

19   breaks and work breaks for some time now, and we feel 

20   like this levels the playing field for good actors that 

21   are performing within the industry. 

22             We would also like to thank you for the 

23   significant increase in the minimum threshold 

24   qualifying for overtime.  As noted in the speaker 

25   beforehand, I think there was a significant amount of 
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 1   time taken before we got to this level.  $42,500 seems 

 2   appropriate for the state of Colorado and the current 

 3   economy that we're enjoying. 

 4             We applaud the timeline that's been laid out 

 5   with the $3,000 increases and ultimately raising it to 

 6   57,000 plus by 2026.  Through discussions with our 

 7   signatory employers, they have expressed some 

 8   challenges with a midyear implementation due to 

 9   salaried employees not being able to adjust benefits as 

10   they move from salary to hourly. 

11             We are not necessarily opposed to a 

12   January 2021 initial implementation, but if such a 

13   thing were to take place, we feel that it would be 

14   common sense to shorten up the overall timeline, thus 

15   speeding up the implementation of the 57.5 before it's 

16   tied to the Consumer Price Index. 

17             So short and sweet, we thank you for your 

18   efforts.  Happy to answer any questions. 

19             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

20             MR. ARNOLD:  Thank you. 

21             MR. WARDRIP:  Thanks, guys.  Good to see you 

22   all again.  I'm Jason Wardrip, W-a-r-d-r-i-p.  I'm the 

23   business manager for the Colorado Affiliated 

24   Construction Trades Council.  I currently represent 

25   about 14 different crafts, 24 different -- excuse 
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 1   me -- 24 different unions with well over 10,000 people 

 2   that they represent themselves. 

 3             I want to thank you guys very much for 

 4   listening to workers, including construction, in the 

 5   wage order, in the minimum wage order -- excuse me, in 

 6   the wage order.  I think it was an antiquated idea that 

 7   we exclude such a strenuous profession. 

 8             Even though the collective bargaining 

 9   agreements should be maintained in the inclusion, even 

10   through us having a decent relationship with our 

11   contractors, with the current generation of 

12   contractors, that doesn't mean the next generation of 

13   contractors won't come to the negotiating table and 

14   come up with this idea that we can be more competitive 

15   if we got rid of breaks.  I think that's a great way to 

16   get a lot of people hurt really fast.  I think we just 

17   need to make sure everybody's included so we that can 

18   maintain health and safety of the workforce. 

19             We're all happy to see the department has 

20   chosen to increase the minimum wage order -- minimum 

21   overtime provisions, excuse me.  We agree it makes 

22   sense to have responsible growth, but we also think 

23   that six years, in the time frame to get to 

24   5,000 -- $57,500 by 2026 is far too long of a time 

25   frame. 
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 1             In our economic world in the state of 

 2   Colorado, it's very difficult to live on that kind of 

 3   money.  And I think that if you're going to expect 

 4   somebody to get a second job, as I heard earlier which 

 5   I think is completely erroneous, I think that you have 

 6   to give them the opportunity to have that second job 

 7   without working 60 hours a week.  You have to give them 

 8   the opportunity to be able to get a second job and 

 9   still work 40 hours and 20 hours to be able to 

10   maintain.  Or if you want them to work 60 hours, give 

11   them the amount of money that they need to be able to 

12   survive.  It's not that we're asking for a wage 

13   increase.  We're asking you to pay them 40 hours a week 

14   or give them overtime over 40.  Pretty simple. 

15             We have a bunch of good businesses already 

16   doing this.  All we're trying to do is uplift the 

17   people or the companies that seem to be unscrupulous or 

18   think that they can run people ragged, beat them to 

19   death, and say, we're doing a good job for these people 

20   because they're going to work for us for under $42,500. 

21   Good for us, yay, me.  That's not cool, man. 

22             There's a lot of people that are already 

23   doing the right thing, and they need the 

24   opportunity -- we need to bring up the other people to 

25   be able to compete at the same level as the ones that 
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 1   are already doing good business. 

 2             Hey, if they go out of business -- I'm just 

 3   going to say it.  If they go out of business, I need to 

 4   work, they can come work with me. 

 5             So anyways, I'm going to keep it short and 

 6   simple.  Thank you for everything that you guys have 

 7   done.  Thank you for listening to workers across the 

 8   state of Colorado.  And I appreciate it.  Any 

 9   questions, I'm happy to answer. 

10             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

11             MR. BAYLESS:  Shannon Bayless, Southwest 

12   Carpenters 555.  I'm just going to read you a letter 

13   real quick dated December 13, 2019. 

14             "Mr. Joseph M. Barela, Dear Director Barela, 

15   On behalf of more than 1800 Colorado members of the 

16   Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters, I write to 

17   applaud the CDLE's proposed Colorado Minimum Pay 

18   Standards order, the COMPS order.  The COMPS order 

19   represents a positive step forward that will improve 

20   the lives of working people across Colorado and make 

21   Colorado more economically competitive. 

22             "Thanks to the CDLE's efforts, Colorado 

23   construction workers will be guaranteed the same basic 

24   protections as other workers, including minimum wage 

25   requirements, rest and lunch breaks, and overtime.  Not 
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 1   only are these the right things to do for workers, they 

 2   will improve productivity, reduce the threat of wage 

 3   theft, and worker misclassification, boost our economy, 

 4   and send the message that Colorado is leading the 

 5   nation in ensuring that an honest day's work deserves 

 6   an honesty day's pay.” 

 7             "The CDLE should reject any efforts to slow 

 8   down the proposed implementation timeline, create 

 9   additional carve-outs for businesses, or lower the 

10   minimum exempt salary threshold.  After waiting nearly 

11   two decades for any changes to basic worker 

12   protections, Colorado's working families deserve timely 

13   action.” 

14             "Additional delays and carve-outs will only 

15   make it harder for Colorado to close the skills gap and 

16   recruit needed construction workers for critical 

17   projects.  The COMPS order is a productive, reasonable, 

18   and measured step forward for the State, and we look 

19   forward to continue working with the CDLE to build a 

20   stronger Colorado.  Sincerely, Daniel Lang for the EST, 

21   Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters.  Carbon copy, 

22   Scott Moss, Division of Labor Standards and Statistics, 

23   Colorado Department of Labor and Employment and Jared 

24   Polis, Governor of Colorado." 

25             Thank you. 
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 1             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I want to note there 

 2   are a number of folks standing.  If all of you sitting 

 3   could raise your hand because I want to try to get a 

 4   count whenever folks are standing in support. 

 5             I'll note that it's approximately three dozen 

 6   individuals.  Unless you have a different count, sir. 

 7             MR. THOMPSON:  I'd like to submit this. 

 8             MR. MOSS:  Please go ahead.  I'll ask the 

 9   reporter to mark this spot. 

10             MR. THOMPSON:  My name is Mark Thompson, 

11   T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n.  I'm with the Southwest Regional 

12   Council of Carpenters.  I'd like to start by 

13   acknowledging that within 15 minutes of being here, we 

14   were granted the 10-minute rest break.  So progress is 

15   made already. 

16             I don't want to take a lot of time.  We have 

17   followed you around, you followed us around.  We've 

18   submitted written comment.  We've been here and 

19   provided public comment.  We've shared our stories. 

20   You've listened to our stories.  I want to thank you 

21   for your diligent efforts and your hard work.  I 

22   acknowledge this has been a long hard process, and I'm 

23   very pleased with the work that you have done. 

24             I want to thank you for including 

25   construction in the proposed rule, the Colorado 
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 1   Overtime Minimum Pay Standards, COMPS.  Our industry is 

 2   polluted with labor brokers, unscrupulous contractors 

 3   that regularly cheat workers, not only out of their 

 4   wages, also their overtime and their basic rights and 

 5   protections that all workers should have. 

 6             Rest breaks, lunch breaks, anyone deserves 

 7   that.  Our industry is very physical.  Our guys work 

 8   long hours.  A rest break is as much a safety issue as 

 9   it is anything else.  Your efforts will help level the 

10   playing field for responsible contractors.  We heard 

11   that from our friends at the building trades.  We heard 

12   that from our friends at the pipe trades. 

13             This has been a long process.  I ask you to 

14   stay the course.  I thank you again for your hard work. 

15   I thank you again for the break we got earlier.  I'll 

16   leave it for someone else. 

17             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

18             MS. GENOVESE:  My name is Renee Genovese. 

19   I'm with the Colorado Carpenters Local 555. 

20   G-e-n-o-v-e-s-e.  I've been with the Colorado 

21   Carpenters for over 22 years. 

22             And I've been to several of these meetings on 

23   the minimum wage order overtime changes, and there's a 

24   common theme that I've been hearing from several 

25   different areas of workers.  And these times are tough. 
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 1   We need both parents in the household to work and 

 2   provide for the family, whether it be a job that has 

 3   health insurance or -- you know, you just need to both 

 4   be working to make ends meet.  You can't do it on one 

 5   income anymore. 

 6             And I've heard several people, not just 

 7   today, but including today, talk about the fear of 

 8   having children.  It's not in their cards.  It's not in 

 9   their plans because they can't afford it, and that's 

10   not right.  That's not the direction Colorado wants to 

11   be going. 

12             I know just myself nine years ago, I paid 

13   over $25,000 one year, for child care, for two kids. 

14   So if I'm paying $25,000 plus in one year for just two 

15   kids to go to daycare, and we've got people that are 

16   making less than $40,000 a year, I know that my income 

17   wasn't much after that daycare expense, but that job 

18   brought in health insurance for my family, which was 

19   needed.  So yeah, my kids went to daycare, but we had 

20   health coverage. 

21             And I just can't see anybody deciding to miss 

22   their chance at having a family because our state 

23   doesn't provide the wages to have that.  It's not 

24   right.  We got to have that.  People have to be able to 

25   afford to have a family.  It's not right to have two 
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 1   people going to work or two people working two jobs and 

 2   too scared to have a child.  That's all I got to say. 

 3             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Was there someone next 

 4   in line? 

 5             MS. OLANDER:  Hello.  Thank you for being 

 6   here today and having us here.  We really appreciate 

 7   and probably going a little past your time maybe, but 

 8   thank you for staying also.  My name is Debbie Olander. 

 9   I'm with United Food and Commercial Workers Local 7. 

10             THE REPORTER:  Can you spell your last name? 

11             MS. OLANDER:  O-l-a-n-d-e-r. 

12             MR. MOSS:  Do you have a position with the 

13   UCFW? 

14             MS. OLANDER:  I do.  I am the political 

15   director, have been on staff 21 years. 

16             On behalf of the 1.3 million members of the 

17   United Food and Commercial Workers Local number 7, I 

18   come to you today -- we represent members in the 

19   grocery stores, meat packing plants, Kaiser Permanente, 

20   meat processing, healthcare, and cosmetology sections. 

21             I just wanted to make a couple of points 

22   today and ask you to ensure that workers are not forced 

23   to work excessive hours, are barely compensated and are 

24   allowed rest breaks, increasing employees' -- that 

25   increases employees' safety, productivity, health, and 
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 1   wellbeing. 

 2             Under the proposed rule, agriculture workers 

 3   will only be entitled to a 10-minute rest break for 

 4   every four hours of work, and they will not be entitled 

 5   to meal breaks and overtime pay.  All workers, no 

 6   matter the industry, should be included in basic 

 7   workplace protections. 

 8             This proposed rule is an important step 

 9   forward, but there is more work to be done.  While tens 

10   of thousands of salaried workers will get the overtime 

11   pay they deserve starting next year, hundreds of 

12   thousands more will need to wait an additional six 

13   years for the overtime pay that they have earned. 

14             While many more Colorado workers will be 

15   covered by minimum wage, overtime, and rest and meal 

16   break periods policies, it is deeply concerning that 

17   farm workers, who are our most marginalized and 

18   vulnerable workers, are still carved out of basic 

19   overtime protections under the proposed rule.  Thank 

20   you. 

21             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

22             MR. MENDEZ:  Hello.  My name is Miguel 

23   Mendez. 

24             MR. MOSS:  Can you spell that? 

25             MR. MENDEZ:  Yeah.  M-i-g-u-e-l.  And then 
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 1   Mendez is M-e-n-d-e-z. 

 2             So I work with the Colorado Center of Law and 

 3   Policy, but today I'll be speaking as a personal 

 4   statement, a citizen of Colorado.  I'm personally a 

 5   product of overtime.  I'm a product of hard manual 

 6   labor.  My father was part of the construction of DIA. 

 7   He's been part of the construction of -- or the 

 8   expansion of I-25, and he's been a part of numerous 

 9   construction projects here in Colorado for all of my 

10   life. 

11             I remember when I was in kindergarten, I 

12   would come home from school.  I would go into the back 

13   closet in his room where he would actually be catching 

14   up on sleep because he would be working overnight.  So 

15   that's one of the things that really stuck with me, 

16   that I know that there are thousands of Coloradans, men 

17   and women, that are all sacrificing their own bodies, 

18   their own hard work, really for their children and for 

19   their families so that they can provide.  And really, 

20   depending -- no matter what the laws say, they will put 

21   in those hours to make up for whatever their family 

22   might need. 

23             So my point today is that you have the 

24   opportunity to expand these coverages for people that 

25   are putting in the most hours in Colorado.  And I 
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 1   advocate that you do it quicker so that you protect 

 2   these people quicker and that you protect them sooner 

 3   rather than later because those two years could 

 4   potentially be -- could affect children that are, you 

 5   know, growing up in their most formative years.  And 

 6   these parents are all out there sacrificing their own 

 7   bodies for their children, and really they'll do 

 8   anything for them. 

 9             So in addition to that, I also want to submit 

10   an additional 30 postcards that also advocate to 

11   protect all workers, including farm workers, and it 

12   also advocates for the rising threshold sooner rather 

13   than later. 

14             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  I'll ask the cards be 

15   given to the reporter and flagged as part of the 

16   transcript. 

17             Are there others who are in the queue, or 

18   should I start a new queue?  At this point, just as a 

19   matter of logistics, we will probably go little over a 

20   half-hour before break.  That's probably six or seven 

21   people.  So I'll ask if folks want to form a line now 

22   for the next six or seven folks. 

23             MR. BURDS:  Good afternoon.  My name's Jimmy 

24   Burds.  I'm the owner of Colographic up in Commerce 

25   City.  Member of Good Business Colorado and they've 
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 1   asked me to speak here too. 

 2             MR. MOSS:  Are you speaking for Good Business 

 3   also? 

 4             MR. BURDS:  Yes.  I'll tell you when I'm not. 

 5             MR. MOSS:  Okay. 

 6             MR. BURDS:  First of all, thank you for the 

 7   work you've done so far.  You've got everyone pretty 

 8   much covered right now, and it's the right thing to do 

 9   for workers, and really it's easier for employers, too. 

10   I wasn't sure if I was under that or not.  It really 

11   didn't -- there's no way of looking to tell if my 

12   business needed to do it or not.  It doesn't really 

13   matter.  The employees all make more than that minimum, 

14   and I only have one on salary who's far above that. 

15             I would like to make sure it's expanded so 

16   everyone gets a meal.  It's pretty crazy that people 

17   who work the hardest for us and feed us and everything 

18   can't take a break and eat themselves.  You know, and I 

19   also believe when people have a little rest, you know, 

20   they're going to be more focused and do a better job, 

21   so it really is a benefit to the employer. 

22             We're happy that the overtime threshold is 

23   increasing, but we believe it should be rolled out 

24   faster.  You know, I think there's a misunderstanding 

25   I've heard a few times here that you have to give 
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 1   somebody a raise, and that's not the truth.  All you 

 2   have to do is put them on hourly and when they work 

 3   over, pay them overtime. 

 4             Mostly the rest is my commentary.  Forty-hour 

 5   workweek was put in place for a better quality of life 

 6   and because people were being worked to death.  And 

 7   overtime really should be used, you know -- I mean, 

 8   when we plan our business, we have enough employees 

 9   that the idea is they work 40 hours a week and we meet 

10   our numbers. 

11             If we need them to work overtime, we have 

12   peaks, it's great because we're making -- our 

13   overhead's paid, we're making a lot more money paying 

14   them overtime than at the beginning of the month when 

15   they're on their regular wage. 

16             The other thing is, you know, we shouldn't 

17   run our businesses based on the idea that somebody's 

18   always working 50, 60 hours.  We should hire more 

19   people.  It's just the right thing to do.  Really what 

20   we're doing when we have lots of people on salary and 

21   overtime and we just do that, it's generally -- and I 

22   say we as employers -- it's avoiding the cost of adding 

23   another employee with the overhead that comes with the 

24   benefits and things like that. 

25             So it really -- it really waters down the 
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 1   benefits to the employee.  And for me, you know, 

 2   it -- none of this really affects me, except that in 

 3   our industry, you know, most of our people, like I 

 4   said, make over that 42, but we compete against people 

 5   that pay as low as 30 and no benefits.  We pay a 

 6   hundred percent of their health insurance premium for 

 7   the person working and match their 401(k) at a hundred 

 8   percent, things like that -- or their simple IRA. 

 9             And I have to compete with these people who 

10   just abuse their, you know, their employees.  And you 

11   know, we still get to compete because we, you know, 

12   do -- people do work hard for us because we appreciate 

13   them. 

14             So in conclusion, I have to say please give 

15   these hard-working people lunch.  Shorten the phase-in 

16   time, because again, if that's hard for somebody to 

17   take them from a salaried 35,000 a year up to 42, then 

18   just start paying them overtime or make them hourly and 

19   put them on overtime. 

20             And thank you again for what you've done so 

21   far.  Appreciate it.  Do you have any questions? 

22             MR. MOSS:  No.  Thank you. 

23             MR. FINGER:  Hi.  My name's Craig Finger. 

24   I'm an attorney at Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck. 

25   We -- our firm represents a number of employers in 
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 1   Colorado.  We have submitted a more detailed comment, 

 2   so I'll be brief. 

 3             For Colorado employers, a primary concern is 

 4   just determining when their policies and practices are 

 5   compliant with Colorado law, and that's been a 

 6   historical concern with the prior minimum wage order. 

 7   And we think with this new COMPS order, it's a great 

 8   opportunity to clarify some of these uncertainties that 

 9   have arisen.  And this is particularly the case with 

10   regard to when Colorado law differs from federal law. 

11             The COMPS order -- the proposed COMPS order 

12   now specifically addresses certain provisions of the 

13   FLSA, which it intends to follow, certain provisions 

14   that it certainly intends to diverge from, but that's 

15   still a number of gaps that we would appreciate some 

16   clarification on. 

17             For example, compensability of very common 

18   issues, such as preshift time; preshift activities that 

19   may be work related but aren't necessarily duties the 

20   employee was hired to do; on-call time; on-call meal 

21   periods.  These are all fairly common issues that exist 

22   in a number of workplaces, and employers of Colorado 

23   just don't know whether their practices are compliant. 

24             So we would ask the division to either 

25   clarify that they intend to follow federal authority 
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 1   with regard to some of these issues, or if Colorado has 

 2   a different standard, then to provide some 

 3   clarifications, definitions, some sort of framework for 

 4   employers to assess whether or not their practices are 

 5   compliant. 

 6             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 7             MR. RIDGEWAY:  Hi.  My name is Daniel 

 8   Ridgeway, R-i-d-g-e-w-a-y.  I hadn't intended to speak 

 9   tonight, but my colleagues are pretty eloquent, I 

10   think, in speaking for the construction workers. 

11             But although I've been a carpenter since I 

12   was 17, I did teach high school for 10 years.  I can't 

13   believe you guys left the schoolteachers out and the 

14   professionals in general.  Schoolteachers are one of 

15   the most abused categories as far as not getting breaks 

16   and tacking on extra work that you aren't paid for. 

17   And -- I regularly worked 50, 55-hour weeks that, you 

18   know, half the time they weren't even acknowledged, 

19   but -- they just dump on more work to those guys all 

20   the time. 

21             This rubric of professional, I don't 

22   understand why they -- they need to have breaks also, 

23   and there's no reason to exempt professionals as a 

24   category.  I'm actually married to a physician.  When 

25   she was working for a big healthcare corporation, they 
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 1   would regularly work days where they couldn't even go 

 2   to the bathroom, you know. 

 3             If it's written in the law, then it's going 

 4   to be followed, but if they -- they deserve -- 

 5   anybody -- I don't know why all these exemptions are in 

 6   the proposal because humans are humans and they need to 

 7   be protected, and it should be written down in the law. 

 8   Thank you. 

 9             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

10             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  Hi.  Good evening.  I'm 

11   Jennifer Rodriguez.  Thank you for the opportunity to 

12   comment on the proposed Colorado Overtime and Minimum 

13   Pay Standards.  I am a managing attorney for the 

14   migrant farm worker division of Colorado Legal 

15   Services. 

16             For the last 12 years, I've been working with 

17   farm workers throughout the Colorado, and I've seen 

18   their struggle to earn a decent living for their 

19   families, and I've seen the deplorable conditions in 

20   which they live and work. 

21             By engaging in this rulemaking process, 

22   Colorado has the opportunity to do what's right and 

23   fair for farm workers.  Farm workers, just like other 

24   workers, should be able to earn a decent living and 

25   work in conditions that are not detrimental to their 
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 1   safety and their health. 

 2             First, I'd like to talk about how the 

 3   proposed order is excluding farm workers from the right 

 4   to rest breaks and lunch breaks.  People often talk 

 5   about how hard backbreaking work -- how hard farm work 

 6   is, and how it's backbreaking and how it's something 

 7   they could never do. 

 8             And I was going to ask you all to really 

 9   think about it and to put yourself in that position.  I 

10   don't know if you have -- I was going to ask everyone 

11   in the room, but because there's so many construction 

12   workers, I don't think it's going to be that hard for 

13   them to be able to put themselves in that position of 

14   thinking of a time where it was really, really hot 

15   outside and you try to go work out in your garden or 

16   you had to do yard work or maybe even a time where you 

17   had to walk a few blocks to a meeting on a hot July 

18   afternoon, and you could barely handle the heat. 

19             Now think about working all day, every day 

20   out in that heat.  July 20th, 2019, Colorado reached 

21   its hottest temperature yet, 115 degrees in Lamar, 

22   Colorado.  That was at John Martin Dam.  This isn't too 

23   far from Rocky Ford where those delicious cantaloupes 

24   and watermelons are grown in the southeastern region of 

25   Colorado. 
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 1             Farm workers who work in the fields are bent 

 2   over for long periods of time planting, pruning, 

 3   weeding, picking vegetables.  They're frequently 

 4   hunched over, having to bend over and stand up and 

 5   crouch down again, lifting trays and buckets full of 

 6   produce and carrying them to the truck at the end of 

 7   the row multiple times a day, going back and forth. 

 8             They do this work eight to ten hours a day, 

 9   sometimes over 12 hours, six, sometimes seven days a 

10   week.  There's a reason that farm work ranks among one 

11   of those most hazardous job conditions.  The work is 

12   physically intense.  It can involve the use of 

13   hazardous equipment.  And oftentimes, just as I 

14   mentioned, they have to endure extreme heat for long 

15   hours. 

16             So how is it that most other workers are 

17   entitled to rest breaks, time to eat lunch, overtime 

18   and minimum wage, but not farm workers?  A lot of those 

19   other jobs don't involve strenuous physical labor and 

20   long hours in extreme heat, yet they all get those 

21   protections. 

22             Construction workers, probably the most 

23   hazardous occupations, are entitled to these 

24   protections, which is wonderful.  Please don't get me 

25   wrong.  It's about time.  But why not farm workers? 
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 1             With farm workers, it's going to be left to 

 2   the discretion of their employer how much they're paid, 

 3   whether they're entitled to a break, whether they're 

 4   entitled to eat lunch.  There are more women working in 

 5   agriculture than there are in construction.  In fact, 

 6   recent studies show that the number of women working in 

 7   agriculture is growing. 

 8             There are also children as young as 12 years 

 9   old working in agriculture.  In construction, youth 

10   under 16 can only do an office job, but in agriculture, 

11   12 and 13-year olds, if their parent is out working 

12   with them on the same farm or has given their 

13   permission and it's not the during school hours, they 

14   can be out there on the fields working with everyone 

15   else. 

16             Over this past year, I've -- every year I 

17   talk to a lot of farm workers about their work.  And 

18   just over the past year, I took some notes to be able 

19   to share with you today about some of the things that 

20   they told me.  I had farm workers tell me how they felt 

21   dizzy while they're working out in the fields.  They 

22   felt as if they were going to faint.  Some even said 

23   they had vomited or witnessed a co-worker vomit, which 

24   they thought was because of the heat. 

25             Some described how their field supervisor or 
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 1   boss would stand there and yell over and over again to 

 2   go faster, work faster.  Some complain about not having 

 3   enough water.  Many complain about not having enough 

 4   water and not being close enough to the toilets to 

 5   actually be able to use it. 

 6             Every year I feel like the stories of workers 

 7   suffering from kidney stones and other kidney-related 

 8   problems is increasing.  I think there's a connection. 

 9   I'm not a medical professional, but I see it. 

10             Another very common complaint is field 

11   supervisors abusing their power.  These workers that 

12   tell me about this may have nothing bad to say about 

13   the farm owner, but the field supervisor can make their 

14   life miserable on a daily basis.  They deny them 

15   breaks.  They can deny their workers breaks just 

16   because they're having a bad day or maybe because some 

17   of the women on the crew denied their sexual advances 

18   or didn't laugh at his inappropriate jokes or maybe 

19   because he simply did not think they were working hard 

20   enough or fast enough. 

21             Temperatures are on the rise with climate 

22   change.  Just as hotter days and longer summers will 

23   affect the quality of the crops, they will also affect 

24   the quality of life for the people who cultivate and 

25   harvest them. 
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 1             All of this is to say that farm workers 

 2   should -- all farm workers should be entitled to rest 

 3   breaks and lunch breaks, too, just like everyone else. 

 4   It shouldn't be left up to the employer to decide. 

 5             The way the proposed order is written 

 6   currently, farm workers are not entitled -- there are 

 7   some farm workers who are covered by the rest breaks, 

 8   but they don't receive rest breaks like the other 

 9   workers do.  The farm workers that are currently 

10   covered under the proposed order are only entitled to 

11   receive an average of 10 minutes for every four hours 

12   worked.  They're not entitled to get the 10 hours every 

13   four hours. 

14             It can be spread out throughout the day, and 

15   as long as it averages to that at the end of the day, 

16   it's in compliance.  There's a five-minute requirement 

17   that -- sorry -- even the five minutes they're 

18   guaranteed for every four hours worked doesn't need to 

19   be consecutive. 

20             So this means that a Colorado farm worker 

21   could work a 10-hour day and get five minutes' worth of 

22   breaks throughout the morning shift, ten minutes to eat 

23   lunch, and then have another five minutes’ worth of 

24   breaks spread out over the remaining five hours of work 

25   before they're done for the day. 
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 1             This does not allow for any kind of 

 2   meaningful break to find shade, bring down your body 

 3   temperature, make a phone call to your child's school, 

 4   call the doctor's office, or even call CDLE to make a 

 5   complaint. 

 6             And then what about all of the other Colorado 

 7   farm workers who aren't entitled to any type of rest 

 8   break under the proposed rule?  There's a large number 

 9   of Colorado farm workers that aren't even entitled to 

10   Colorado minimum wage or the breaks, which is my second 

11   point. 

12             Because a lot of Colorado farm workers could 

13   be exempt from the FLSA minimum wage, they, as you 

14   know, will also be exempted from the proposed order. 

15   One of the big exemptions is the 500-man-day exception. 

16   This means that those farms that do not utilize 500-man 

17   days or more in any given quarter from the preceding 

18   year are exempt from FLSA minimum wage requirements for 

19   the current year. 

20             And in order to get 500-man days, you would 

21   need to have about seven full-time ag employees or 

22   more.  The 2017 census of ag reported approximately 

23   37,000 people employees farm workers in Colorado. 

24   About 17,000 of those Colorado farm workers work on 

25   farms that employ 10 or more employees. 
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 1             MR. MOSS:  I apologize.  17,000 out of how 

 2   many? 

 3             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  17,000 out of 37,000.  So out 

 4   of 37,000, about 17,000 work on farms that employ 10 or 

 5   more employees.  The remaining approximate 20,000 work 

 6   on farms that employ nine or less agricultural workers. 

 7   And out of that 20,000, 13,500 work on farms that 

 8   employ four or less agriculture workers. 

 9             So it's this 13,500 that almost surely would 

10   be exempt.  Others in this 20,000 are likely to be 

11   exempt too, but we can't be sure, just like we are with 

12   the 13,500, just the way the data came out.  But the 

13   13,500, that's more than a third of Colorado farm 

14   workers. 

15             Another exemption that has a big impact on 

16   Colorado is those who are primarily engaged in the 

17   ranch production of livestock, sheep herders, cattle 

18   range workers.  And then there's an exemption for 

19   certain hand harvest laborers paid on a piece rate 

20   basis.  These are also not entitled to receive the 

21   federal minimum wage. 

22             In conclusion -- sorry to take up so much 

23   time -- but I ask for the exclusion of farm workers 

24   from the Colorado minimum wage provisions, the overtime 

25   provisions, the lunch and rest breaks to be 
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 1   reconsidered so that Colorado farm workers receive the 

 2   same protections and benefits of other Colorado 

 3   workers. 

 4             I'm going to be submitting other written 

 5   comments as well, and so I can give a copy of this with 

 6   the citations at that time or -- 

 7             MR. MOSS:  At that time would be good.  Thank 

 8   you.  One question.  You mentioned you've spoken to a 

 9   lot of farm workers, and I know you have.  Can you give 

10   a rough estimate of how many farm workers you've spoken 

11   to over the years? 

12             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  Over the years?  Every summer 

13   I think that we -- it ranges -- I think I put it in my 

14   comments I submitted in August, but probably between 

15   400, 700, 800.  I think this last year was around 800 

16   farm workers over the summer, like the peak of the 

17   harvest from June through August.  That's the only time 

18   I really track it, so I can't really track year-round. 

19             MR. MOSS:  And every year, a similar number? 

20             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  Yes. 

21             MR. MOSS:  And is there a lot of turnover 

22   year to year? 

23             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  In some of the regions, yeah. 

24   It depends.  We cover the entire state, so we have -- 

25   I'm talking about all the farm workers who are in the 
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 1   northeastern region, on the Western Slope, down in the 

 2   San Luis Valley, and in the southeast region like La 

 3   Junta and Pueblo. 

 4             MR. MOSS:  And how many years have you been 

 5   talking to workers in that capacity? 

 6             MS. RODRIGUEZ:  Twelve years. 

 7             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 8             MR. DOUGHERTY:  Hello.  My name is Dennis 

 9   Dougherty.  I'm the executive director of the Colorado 

10   AFL-CIO.  We represent 130,000 union members across the 

11   states and are made up of 190 local affiliated unions. 

12             I want to commend CDLE for the progress that 

13   you've made by putting out the rule, but want to point 

14   out a couple things here.  An AFL motto is a fair day's 

15   wage for a fair day's pay.  And a recent statistic came 

16   to light that in 1975, under federal law, 62 percent of 

17   workers were eligible for overtime when they worked 

18   more than 40 hours a week. 

19             Now, less than 8 percent of workers receive 

20   the overtime pay they should earn.  So for us, that is 

21   not trending in the direction of a fair day's wage for 

22   a fair day's pay.  And if I can make an analogy, this 

23   is not an airplane that is flying at 30,000 feet 

24   without turbulence and enjoying a smooth ride.  This 

25   would be an airplane that has one engine out and the 
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 1   oxygen masks have dropped. 

 2             And we -- the Colorado AFL-CIO and the 

 3   working families need somebody to enter that cockpit, 

 4   adjust course, and fix the plane.  Those oxygen masks 

 5   that are down, those are the working families of 

 6   Colorado, and this is where CDLE comes into play, and 

 7   why I want to commend you for what you've done so far. 

 8   I will say that we would like to see a phase-in faster 

 9   than that proposed, hopefully, that among three years. 

10             We do appreciate the construction industry 

11   covered.  However, I want to echo what others have said 

12   about the agricultural sector.  We would like to see 

13   all workers covered.  Agricultural workers may not be 

14   as represented as some of the other sectors and some of 

15   the other workers, but they are among the most abused 

16   and marginalized workers in Colorado, and we feel they 

17   should be included as well.  Thank you. 

18             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  And I thank you for 

19   having that presence of mind to keep your train of 

20   thought about your airplane analogy going enough to not 

21   start talking about circuses. 

22             MR. CLARK:  My name is Doug Clark, C-l-a-r-k, 

23   just like the candy bar.  Once again, I want to thank 

24   the CDLE for taking their time.  And all I want to say 

25   is really I appreciate that -- the progress that we 
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 1   made, and if we could just stay the course on what 

 2   we're doing. 

 3             I'm a third-generation carpenter, and it's 

 4   super important, if you think, since we've been here 

 5   that we're going to be going on our second break pretty 

 6   soon within a short amount of time.  Being in the cold, 

 7   she mentioned the hot -- the lady before me mentioned 

 8   the hot.  The cold affects us just as much.  If we can 

 9   take a little 15-minute break and warm up, have a cup 

10   of soup, have a cup of coffee, warm our fingers, warm 

11   our toes, get back with it, we tear it up when we're 

12   out there.  That's all I'm asking, if we can just stay 

13   the course. 

14             What I want to do real quick.  So I just 

15   wrote -- jotted down a couple names.  And the names I 

16   jotted down is just so we know that they're not 

17   numbers.  So Mikes, if you would raise your hand. 

18   Juan, if you'd raise your hand.  MT, raise your hand. 

19   Greg, raise your hand.  Jordan, raise your hand. 

20   Shannon -- 

21             MR. MOSS:  Slow down a bit. 

22             MR. CLARK:  Shannon, Gus, Tomas, Kevin, 

23   Edgar, Larry, Dan, Bob, Orlando, Caroline, Renee, 

24   Adrian, John, Domingo, Stefan, Luis, Gary, Jason.  You 

25   guys aren't forgotten.  And David. 
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 1             So just my point, that we're not just a 

 2   number.  We're faces and we do this every day.  So I 

 3   appreciate your time. 

 4             MR. MOSS:  Thank you. 

 5             MS. HANKINS:  Caroline Hankins [phonetic], 

 6   Local 555 Carpenters Union.  I just wanted to -- I'm a 

 7   first-generation carpenter and a third-generation 

 8   farmer from Texas.  I grew up in the heat working in 

 9   the fields and working for a lot of farmers.  We didn't 

10   get the breaks.  I've hauled the fruits and vegetables 

11   to the truck all day long, ended up with skin cancer. 

12             I've been 40 years working out in the sun. 

13   We didn't get the breaks and stuff, but I do now with 

14   the union.  And I just wanted to reiterate everything, 

15   ask you guys to please do the right thing for these 

16   farmers, for these -- all the construction workers are 

17   not included with breaks and overtime.  The unions, 

18   most of the unions are.  I'm glad I joined the union. 

19   It was the best decision I ever made in my career. 

20             But not all the construction industry is 

21   included in this.  And the farmers are hurting really 

22   bad.  So I thank you for your time and listening to us. 

23   Thank you.  Any questions? 

24             MR. MOSS:  No, thank you.  We'll take a break 

25   after this. 
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 1             MR. SELIGMAN:  Thank you.  So David Seligman 

 2   from Towards Justice.  S-e-l-i-g-m-a-n.  So it was 

 3   about a year ago that a colleague of mine at Towards 

 4   Justice testified before the Colorado Department of 

 5   Labor regarding the last proposed minimum wage order, 

 6   and I asked her afterwards how the testimony had gone. 

 7   And she said, “is it typical to show up to a hearing  

 8   and be the only person testifying?” 

 9             I think this gives you some sense of how far 

10   we've already come.  And workers in Colorado and 

11   advocates are tremendously appreciative of the agency 

12   for creating an open, full administrative process and 

13   for taking in good faith a real effort at investigating 

14   its -- the agency's mandate to protect the health and 

15   wellbeing and living wages of workers. 

16             I'd like to respond first to some of the 

17   assertions made throughout the day regarding the 

18   minimum salary threshold.  There was a suggestion that 

19   the minimum salary threshold -- increasing the minimum 

20   salary threshold will cause the sky to fall and it will 

21   put business -- put certain industries out of business 

22   entirely. 

23             First of all, all of the data we've seen 

24   regarding Colorado's economy suggests a growing economy 

25   that has not yielded the kind of benefits we expect 
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 1   towards workers.  So as the economy has grown, we just 

 2   have stagnated.  The only increases we've seen over the 

 3   last decade or two when it comes to the real wages of 

 4   workers have come when there's been an intervention, 

 5   like increasing minimum wages that provide minimum 

 6   labor standards for workers. 

 7             We've also seen a tremendous uptick in worker 

 8   hours.  So workers in Colorado are working longer and 

 9   longer hours.  There's data that suggests that Colorado 

10   workers may be -- may be among the top three or four 

11   hardest working, you know, workers in the country when 

12   it comes to work hours. 

13             And nothing to suggest that restoring 

14   overtime protections for workers who have had them in 

15   the past and that were intended to have them since the 

16   New Deal will destroy business. 

17             There was also a suggestion that somehow 

18   increasing or restoring overtime protections will 

19   interfere with worker flexibility.  Nothing about these 

20   proposed roles will interfere with the flexibility of 

21   employers to set up, you know, individualized schedules 

22   for workers. 

23             When those schedules are under 40 hours a 

24   week and 12 hours a day, in fact, it won't change 

25   anything about the employment.  It's only when workers 
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 1   work longer than that that they will be entitled to 

 2   overtime or that the employer, if they want to continue 

 3   to maintain the exemption, will have to increase their 

 4   salaries to the minimum salary threshold. 

 5             I want to caution specifically regarding some 

 6   of the proposals today to carve out certain industries. 

 7   The first thing that I'll note about those is that we 

 8   heard from some specific industries and from business 

 9   owners within those industries, but we have not heard 

10   from workers within those industries. 

11             There was a suggestion that workers, for 

12   example, within the ski industry know what they're 

13   getting into when they sign up for the job, that they 

14   understand that because of the demands of seasonal 

15   employment, that there are periods within which their 

16   hours may exceed 40 hours in a work week. 

17             First of all, there's nothing to suggest that 

18   we should take that as a given without having heard 

19   from the workers who work in those industries.  But 

20   beyond that, it's also important to know there's 

21   nothing to prevent these varying levels of seasonal 

22   employment for -- varying, you know, work hours, you 

23   know, across seasons, so long as you're still paying 

24   people, you know, overtime or paying them the minimum 

25   salary threshold. 
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 1             Also on this point, we heard both from the 

 2   ski industry and from employers within certain health 

 3   services industries that these increased salary 

 4   thresholds will dramatically reshape their workforce 

 5   and, you know, result in dramatically more workers 

 6   being covered by overtime laws. 

 7             I suspect that in many of these cases, most 

 8   of these workers are already entitled to overtime.  So 

 9   you know, it doesn't matter of course whether you're 

10   paid -- no matter what salary you're paid.  If you 

11   don't fall within one of the exempted categories, you 

12   should be entitled to overtime. 

13             There was someone from one industry group 

14   earlier said that only five of his 200 employees would 

15   have a salary above the proposed minimum salary 

16   thresholds.  I suspect that of those 200 workers, most 

17   of them shouldn't be exempt to begin with.  And until I 

18   think we see some specific data from these industries 

19   about how many workers actually fall within some of 

20   these duty tests, I think it's inappropriate to provide 

21   these carve-outs. 

22             Thank you very much for hearing from workers 

23   during this process.  We are really appreciative of 

24   some of the proposed changes here.  Like so many 

25   others, we think it's critical that you extend the same 
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 1   protections you've extended to so many workers to farm 

 2   workers, some of the most marginalized and mistreated 

 3   in the state. 

 4             You'll see we haven't heard from any farm 

 5   workers today.  I think it's also important to 

 6   recognize how fearful many of them are to come forward 

 7   in many contexts.  And also, farm workers historically 

 8   have been excluded from, for example, the National 

 9   Labor Relations Act, which would have given them a 

10   voice in these kinds of conversations. 

11             But of course, that doesn't change your 

12   mandate, your mandate to protect the health, safety, 

13   and living wages of workers.  And I think it's 

14   important to recognize that mandate in deciding the 

15   scope of coverage. 

16             With respect to the salary basis, we commend 

17   the agency for implementing -- for proposing a salary 

18   threshold that will get us close to the proposed Obama 

19   rule, the Obama rule backed by substantial economic 

20   data that demonstrated that it wouldn't destroy jobs 

21   even in the lowest possible living regions in the 

22   country. 

23             But we urge you of course, as others have 

24   indicated, to implement those thresholds faster, to 

25   make the ramp-up happen over a four year period as 
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 1   opposed to six.  Thank you. 

 2             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  We can take a couple 

 3   more folks before our break if there's anyone waiting. 

 4   We'll take a break. 

 5             (A recess was taken from 6:14 p.m. to 

 6   6:25 p.m.) 

 7             MR. MOSS:  If you can state your name. 

 8             MS. FLORA:  My name is Larissa Flora, 

 9   L-a-r-i-s-s-a, F-l-o-r-a.  I'm a Colorado resident, a 

10   salaried worker, and an organizer of Working 

11   Washington.  I organize salaried workers around this 

12   issue of overtime protections, and I would like to 

13   present the following position to the CDLE. 

14             So I'd first like to read the position to the 

15   Colorado Department of Labor and Employment. 

16             “We are salaried workers, their families and 

17   friends, and we urge the CDLE to pass the COMPS order 

18   to protect our time.  Too many of us are working longer 

19   hours without seeing any benefit.  It undermines our 

20   health, relationships, and our ability to enjoy our 

21   lives.  We are tired of being burnt out, and now we 

22   have the opportunity to make a lasting change. 

23             This rule would provide an incentive to our 

24   employers to value our time and would require we either 

25   not work overtime or be paid for it when it's 
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 1   necessary.  We need your support to make this change a 

 2   reality.  Our time is valuable whether we are salaried 

 3   or not.  The current system negates that value and robs 

 4   us of time with our families and to live our lives. 

 5   Restore overtime protections for salaried workers in 

 6   Colorado so we can get paid for all of the work that we 

 7   do.” 

 8             This was signed by 509 Colorado residents 

 9   across all industries.  424 of those signers are 

10   salaried workers.  370 of those salaried signers report 

11   regularly working more than 40 hours a week.  313 of 

12   those salaried signers report regularly working more 

13   than 50 hours a week.  And again, this is across all 

14   industries.  Over a hundred signers wrote additional 

15   comments, and I would like to read just a select few, I 

16   promise, for you. 

17             MR. MOSS:  Go ahead. 

18             MS. FLORA:  One comment from Nicholas Culp of 

19   Loveland, Colorado.  “As a sous chef, I was required to 

20   work 70-plus hours a week at a restaurant in Loveland 

21   for a salaried compensation which would average out to 

22   about $8 an hour, which is far less than those I was 

23   managing were making, resulting in burnout and a 

24   growing alcohol problem to cope.  I now work hourly and 

25   make about a hundred dollars less a month with half of 
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 1   the hours.  This industry needs far more monitoring and 

 2   protections from greedy owners.” 

 3             From Mandy Baxter in Fort Collins. “Because I 

 4   am the salaried employee, I have to send the other 

 5   employees home after they have worked 40 hours to save 

 6   on overtime costs while I stay for hours longer to 

 7   finish the work.  I work through lunch almost every 

 8   day, and I don't get compensated for it.” 

 9             MR. MOSS:  Did she say what industry she was 

10   in? 

11             MS. FLORA:  I do not have that. 

12             MR. MOSS:  That's okay. 

13             MS. FLORA:  From Alisha Reichert [phonetic] 

14   in Littleton.  “For the past four years, I've worked as 

15   a salaried restaurant manager where my average workweek 

16   was roughly 60 hours a week, sometimes 70 hours per 

17   week during their summer busy season.  Even during the 

18   winter slow season, I never worked less than 50 hours a 

19   week.  Moreover, as a salaried employee, I was required 

20   to be on call 24/7.  If any issue arose outside my 

21   normal working hours, I was required to be available if 

22   needed.  In this way, denying salaried employees 

23   overtime pay results all too often in a complete loss 

24   of personal life as employers basically own all of an 

25   employee's time and are legally allowed to make 
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 1   burdensome demands of their employees with salaried 

 2   compensation.” 

 3             From Rebecca Dispoto [phonetic] in Colorado 

 4   Springs.  “I'm an hourly employee.  My fellow salaried 

 5   employees work anywhere from 50 to 80 hours a week. 

 6   Most of the work gets piled onto them because it is 

 7   cheaper.  They do not have to be paid for their work 

 8   over 40 hours.” 

 9             From Jalen Newkirk in Arvada. 

10             MR. MOSS:  Can you spell Jalen? 

11             MS. FLORA:  J-a-l-e-n. 

12             “I am the center manager of an AAMCO 

13   Transmissions.  I receive a flat $663 after taxes a 

14   week while I work anywhere from 60 to 70 hours.  I have 

15   to use this to support myself, my wife, and our 

16   two-year-old daughter.  This is not doable, especially 

17   in Colorado, and I am ready to get actually paid for 

18   the work and effort I put into my job.” 

19             From Cody Boden [phonetic] in Fort Collins. 

20   “I just wish I wasn't worked from 60 to 80 hours and 

21   still hurting for money.” 

22             From Kelly Sharfenberg [phonetic] in Denver. 

23   “I'm supposedly acquiring comp time that I can never  

24   use because I am never allowed to be gone.” 

25             From Kathleen Rapier [phonetic] in Fort 
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 1   Lupton.  “I'm signing as a wife to a manager whose time 

 2   is more valuable to his family than his work for which 

 3   he is not compensated for his additional hours.” 

 4             From Carl Ford in Longmont.  “It is not fair 

 5   to expect someone to give their life for a company to 

 6   make another buck.” 

 7             From Tana [phonetic] Smith in Denver. “I've 

 8   seen this ruin the health and wellbeing of my 

 9   supervisors.  I'm signing this for all retail 

10   management.” 

11             One last one from Sarah Nasatka in Colorado 

12   Springs. 

13             MR. MOSS:  Can you spell Nasatka? 

14             MS. FLORA:  N-a-s-a-t-k-a.  “The company 

15   regularly expects staff to come in early, stay late, 

16   and work on weekends.  When complaints are raised that 

17   we have lives and need personal time, we are regularly 

18   informed that we are salary and are expected to work as 

19   long as it takes.” 

20             These are just a few of the comments that 

21   demonstrate how broken expectations of salaried workers 

22   are in Colorado.  You've heard from business 

23   representatives today that people might value 

24   flexibility over their pay, but salaried employees 

25   currently do not get either one. 
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 1             I have had over 20 in-depth phone calls with 

 2   salaried workers in Colorado, and each individual  

 3   echoes these same stories of ever-growing hourly  

 4   expectations with no end in sight.  Their families 

 5   suffer, their health suffers, their communities suffer.   

 6   They cannot participate in their own lives regularly.   

 7   They often quit their salaried positions for these  

 8   reasons and take hourly positions instead. 

 9             I applaud the CDLE for addressing these 

10   issues and recognizing the need to protect salaried 

11   workers' time.  However, many of these workers make 

12   more than $50,000 or more, and they cannot afford to 

13   wait six years for relief. 

14             There is no balance to the amount of hours 

15   that salaried workers put in.  While this change will 

16   obviously require businesses to adjust, I urge the CDLE 

17   to consider just how imbalanced the current system is 

18   against salaried workers and their time when 

19   determining how quickly to phase in these protections 

20   for these people.  We cannot afford to wait. 

21             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  If I could ask, since 

22   it appears you've heard from 500 workers and talked 

23   to -- was it 20 of them? 

24             MS. FLORA:  Just over. 

25             MR. MOSS:  And have you on other occasions 
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 1   talked to other workers outside of this organizing? 

 2             MS. FLORA:  Sure.  Yeah. 

 3             MR. MOSS:  We heard testimony that in 

 4   hospitality and leisure, in particular, it's often 

 5   younger workers expecting less pay that don't expect to 

 6   need to make a career there.  Is that consistent with 

 7   what you've heard from workers or read from their 

 8   comments? 

 9             MS. FLORA:  That is not, no.  I would say 

10   that they might make the decision to not keep their 

11   career there because they cannot have a life and make 

12   more money, but that is not their desire. 

13             MR. MOSS:  Thank you.  Anyone else here to 

14   speak? 

15             I've waited a minute.  Anyone else?  Last 

16   call.  Okay.  Thank you all for coming.  It's 6:33, and 

17   we are closing the record with no one left here to 

18   speak.  Thank you all very much for coming.  I 

19   appreciate it. 

20             WHEREUPON, the within proceedings were 

21   concluded at the approximate hour of 6:33 p.m. on the 

22   16th day of December, 2019. 

23                  *     *     *     *     * 

24    

25    
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